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Dance Stars
to raise money
for Playhouse
in the Park
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The public has until next
Monday, Nov. 7, to buy tickets
to the first Murray Dance Stars,
a fundraiser for Playhouse in
the Park.
Murray Dance Stars will be
held on Friday, Nov. 18, in
Murray State University's
Curris
Center
Ballroom.
Playhouse Executive Director
Lisa Cope said the event is primarily to raise money to finish
upgrades to the venue's sound
system and to make renovations
to the lobby, including an overhaul of the existing bathrooms.
"People hate our bathrooms,"
Cope said. "That's the thing we
get the biggest complaints
about, and I understand that."
Ever since the rise in popularity of the ABC reality competition series "Dancing With the
Stars," many communities has
raised money for various causes
by holding events inspired by
the show. The Playhouse event
will feature seven local "stars- Lance Allison, Mark Welch, Dr.
William
Robinson,
Erin
Carrico, Gale Cornelison,
Tawnya Hunter and Judi Little.
Cope said the dancers have been
working on their moves for
weeks with six different choreographers.
A panel of three "judges,"
including Murray Mayor Bill
Wells, Sarah Jones and Terry
Little, will provide color commentary. Cope acknowledged
that Terry' was married to Judi.

Business leaders,
others gather for
local celebration
and open house

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times
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Williams: Completion of
WATCH Activities Center
nears; donations needed
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Daily Forecast
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 61. West northwest wind
between 5 and 9 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 37. Calm
wind becoming south around 5
mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 63. South southwest wind
between 6 and 15 mph, with
gusts as high as 24 mph.
Sunday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 39.
Southwest wind between 5 and
9 mph.
Monday: Sunny, with a high
near 62. West wind between 3
and 6 mph.
Monday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 39.
Northwest wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 66. Light south southeast
wind.
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 43. South
wind between 3 and 6 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 66. South southwest
wind between 5 and 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: A chance
of showers. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 42. Calm wind
becoming northwest around 6
mph.

By ANGIE NATION
Staff Writer
Kyle-Oakley Field Airport
opened its doors Friday afternoon
to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the airport's dedication.
Business leaders, officials and
invited guests joined airport staff
at a luncheon held in one of the
airport hangars before the start of
an open house and reception.
Johnny Parker, airport manager,
said when Gov. Bert T. Combs
was on site to dedicate the airport
on Oct. 28, 1961, the operation
was still bare bones.
"All that was here was a ramp,
taxiway and runway," said Parker.
"We didn't have fuel, a hangar, an
office or lights."
Before Kyle-Oakley, Murray
had an airport in 1934 and another
that lasted from 1940-1951,
according to Parker. After 1951,
anyone needing airplane transportation had to go to Mayfield or
Fenton, Parker said.
H. Glenn Doran, a member of
the first local airport board,
recalled those early years. Doran
was involved in several economic
development groups.

Local business leaders, officials and invited guests joined Kyle-Oakley Field board members and staff for a luncheon to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the airport dedication. H. Glenn Doran, standing, past airport board member, recounted some of his memories from 50 years ago.

III See Page 3A
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Peggy Williams, executive director of WATCH, Inc., stands inside the partially completed
WATCH Activities Center. The new facility is set for completion by early next year, and staff
are working to raise an additional $100,000 in community support to finish the interior.

By ANGIE NATION
Staff Writer
A project years in development is coming to fruition at
WATCH Inc., of Murray. The
new WATCH Activities Center
is expected to be complete by
early next year.
Executive Director Peggy
Williams says over the years,
the staff has found that clients
enjoy playing sports, including
volleyball, softball and basketball. The center has even formed
its own basketball team, the
WATCH Warriors. The current
facility also has an exercise
room with weight machines and
treadmills.
Williams said in the past, the
staff has borrowed gymnasium
space to play sports, but coordinating schedules has become
increasingly difficult. The new

activities center will relieve that
problem, said Williams. The
space will also be used to host
the Community Appreciation
Thanksgiving dinner, which has
not been offered the past few
years due to lack of space,
Williams stated.
Crews broke ground Aug. 3,
on the 7,783 square-foot building, located at North 7th Street.
It will feature a full-size, middle
school gymnasium, a recreation
room, full-size kitchen, rest
rooms and second floor storage
space that runs the length of the
building.
The first event scheduled at
the new facility will be the
Valentine's Day party in
February, said Williams. A ribbon cutting and open house is

•See Page 3A

Medicare premiums up - but not as much as expected
By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Good news
for seniors: The government says
Medicare's basic monthly premium will
rise less than expected next year, by
$3.50 for most.
It could be good, too, for President
Barack Obama and Democrats struggling for older Americans' votes in a
close election.
At $99.90 per month, the 2012 Part B
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premium for outpatient care will be
about $7 less than projected as recently
as May. The additional money that most
seniors will pay works out to about 10
percent of the average Social Security
cost-of-living increase they'll also be
due.
Some recently enrolled younger
retirees will actually pay less. They were
charged $115.40 a month this year, and
they'll see that go down to $99.90.
The main reason for lower-than-

expected premiums seems to be the connection between Social Security COLAs
and Medicare.Some also cite a moderation in health care costs.
But the Obama administration is hoping seniors will get a simpler takeaway
message: Medicare is under sound management.
Older voters went for Republicans in
the 2010 elections, after Obama's health
care overhaul law cut Medicare spending to help finance coverage for the
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uninsured. Since then, the administration has worked hard to reverse any perception that Obama is steering Medicare
into decline.
Health and Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius said it's "pretty
remarkable" that premiums will stay in
check. She reassured seniors that they
have nothing to fear from the health care
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Winners of the second annual Scooper Bowl ice cream competition stand with the contest's
co-chairs and Ice Cream Festival sponsor after being awarded their winnings. Pictured, from
left, front row, are Ginny Harper with Calloway County 4-H, Alesia Gail Parker with Kirksey
United Methodist Church, Tricia Trull with Puryear United Methodist Youth and Susan Davis
with the Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare. In back are Michelle Bundren and Sarah
Mastera with C.A. Jones Management, Butch Seargent with Murray Family Church, general
manager of WLLE and WOOR Jamie Futrell, and contest co-chairs Greg DeLancey and Lisa
Clinton.

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times

Otis "Hamp" Erwin takes a tour of the inside of one of the corporate airplanes parked at KyleOakley Field. Erwin is a past airport board member and World War II pilot. Below: Kyle-Oakley
Field Airport celebrated its 50th year with an open house. Pictured is one of the corporate airplanes that takes off and lands at the field. (Inside of jet pictured above.)

Murray Rotary Club awards Scooper Bowl winners
Staff Report
The Murray Rotary Club this week awarded
winners of the second annual Scooper Bowl competition. The competition was part of the Ice
Cream Festival. The general manager of sponsoring radio stations WLLE and WQQR, Jamie
Futrell, was on hand to award the cash prizes.
Lisa Clinton, co-chair of the contest, said the
prize money totaled $5,000, which was divided
among the winning teams according to the percentage of vote tickets they received. First place

of $1,100 went to Kirksey United Methodist
Church; second place of $800 went to Lost But
Loved Animal Rescue; New Covenant Christian
Academy of Hardin and Puryear United
Methodist Youth of Puryear, Tenn. tied for third
place with $550.
Calloway County 4-H and Baptist Campus
Ministries received $450; Eastwood Christian
Academy and the Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare received $400; and Murray
Family Church received $300.
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Beshear backs Obama's re-election; Williams, Galbraith say no
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear has taken a starkly different stand
than his general election opponents in saying
President Barack Obama should be re-elected to a
second term.
Obama has been at the center of the race for
governor, dragged there repeatedly by Republican
David Williams and independent Gatewood
Galbraith in hopes that his negatives among

Kentucky voters might rub off on Beshear.
The Associated Press asked all three candidates
in a questionnaire if they favor Obama's re-election to a second term, and asked them to explain
why or why not.
Beshear answered "yes," but provided no elaboration. Both Williams and Galbraith said "no"
and offered sharp criticisms of Obama.
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ARTRAGEOUS items from Stephanie Balmer
a Beaded Treasures by Mindy Wagner
Trendy Jewelry6 Accessories, School Spirit iitlar, Creatibe Canvases,
Personated Pottery Home Decor, Holiday Gift Items, Etc...
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And we didn't get any factories. ty. Doran was tasked with
That stuck with me," said approaching the Calloway
"People (in business) would Doran.
County Fiscal Court. where he
ask us 'Do you have an airport?'
It was the Murray Jaycees said he was met with a lessand we'd say, 'We don't have (United States Junior Chamber), than-enthusiastic reception.
one.' And then they'd ask, with urging from the then"I was told nobody'd fly over
.'When are you going to get an Murray Chamber of Commerce, there but .a bunch of crows. So I
airport?' and we'd say, 'We that launched a fundraising had to sell them. ... I said if you
don't have any plans for one.' ... campaign to build the field. ever want your children to stay
Parker recognized the four liv- in Murray, or get industry in
ing members of that original Murray, you're going to need an
Jaycees group who were in airport," said Doran.
attendance at the luncheon.
Bob
Hargrove, MurrayThey are Z. C. Enix, Billy Calloway County Economic
Thurman, James Harmon and Development Council vice
Bobby McDowell.
chair, said the airport was one of
Parker also recognized mem- the reasons the area has been
bers of Verne Kyle's family. The spared some of the effects of the
airport's namesake was the economic downturn.
manager of the local Tappen,
"There are three things comInc. manufacturing plant, and a panies look for when they come
big supporter of the project.
to an area: higher education,
The airport was renamed healthcare and airports. And we
Kyle-Oakley Field in 1991 have great resources for all
when Dr. Hugh Oakley, airport three," said Hargrove.
board chair, retired. Oakley
Up to 96 percent of local manserved as chairman of the ufacturing jobs can be linked the
County airport, said Hargrove.
Murray-Calloway
Airport Board for 22 years.
Pella
Corporation
pilot
The reason the airport has sur- Michael Warren says the airport
vived for so many years is due is one of the better sites that he
in part to the good working rela- visits. Warren appreciates Kyletionship between the city, coun- Oakley field because it has a
ty, state and regional offices, long and wide runway, it is well
said Parker. He also praised the lit and it has a good digital
dedication of the early board instrumentation system, which
members.
makes landing in bad weather
When the airport was first easier.
built, the board had no money,
Approximately 230 people
said Doran. They set out to raise attended the open house and
funding from the city and coun- luncheon.
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Friday, November 4, 2011 — Evening Session
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8:00pm

Are You a Good Candidate for Botox, luvederm or Facial Cosmetic Surgery?
- Dr. Michael Bobo & Dr. Will Pledger
Botox & luvederm Clinic
Benefits of Using Obagi Skin Care Products
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Are You a Good Candidate for Botox, luvederm or Facial Cosmetic Surgery?
- Dr. Michael Bobo & Dr. VA Pledger
Botox & luvederm Clink
Benefits of Using Obagi Skin Care Products

Drawings for FREE Botox & luvederm Treatments During Each Session!
25% Off Obagi Skin Care Products & Latisse Eyelash Treatments!
25% Off All Facial Cosmetic Procedures Scheduled During the Open House!
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•Medicare premiums...

II Playhouse...
From Front
but that Judi had been commissioned to replace someone who
had hurt herself. Cope said it
wasn't really a conflict because
the judges aren't actually judging or assigning scores to performers. The winners will be the
dancers who raise the most
money through selling tickets to
the public, she said.
For $50, people can purchase
a ticket for a "VIP seat" at a
table that also gains them entry
to a reception at 6 p.m. They
will get first choice of food and
get to eat while listening to live
music. Tickets may also be purchased for $25, but those chairs

are not at tables and the admission does not include the reception. Cope said. The dancing
will start at 6:30 p.m.
Cope said event organizers
had a goal of raising at least
$7,500 through ticket sales so
that Playhouse could take
advantage of matching pledges
of $5,000 from C.A. Jones
Management and $2,500 from
Modern Woodmen of America.
She said she also hopes to make
Murray Dance Stars an annual
event if possible.
"As long as 'Dancing With the
Stars' is popular, then I think it
works," she said.

Court upholds 'Almighty God'reference in law

edger & Times
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A
state appeals court has ruled that
Kentucky may continue to give
official credit for its homeland
security to Almighty God.
Kentucky's law establishing
the state Office of Homeland
Security requires its executive
director to publicize a "dependence on Almighty God" in training and educational materials
and through a plaque at the
entrance to its emergency operations center.
By a 2-1 vote Thursday. the

Kentucky Court of Appeals
overturned Franklin Circuit
Judge Thomas Wingate's ruling
in 2009 the phrase violates the
U.S. and Kentucky constitutions
of state-established religion.
The law requires the Homeland
Security director to post a
plaque with the reference in the
department's headquarters.
Language in the 2006 legislation was inserted by state Rep.
Tom Riner, D-Louisville, a pastor of Christ is King Baptist
Church in Louisville.

Paducah woman pleads
not guilty in theft of money
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
woman charged with helping
embezzle $230,000 from public
venues in Paducah has pleaded
not guilty.
Investigators say
Susan
Wilson helped steal money
from the Julian M. Carroll
Convention Center and the
Paducah Expo Center by posing
as a fictitious advertising vendor.
Financial records cited by The
Paducah Sun show dozens of

unauthorized c• hecks from the
Paducah-McCracken County
Convention Center Corporation
were signed over the Wilson
and cashed.
The 52-year-old
Wilson
appeared with her attorney
Gorman Bradley on Thursday.
The defense waived a preliminary hearing and entered the not
guilty plea to a charge of felony
charge of theft by unlawful taking over $10,000.

Renovations underway on chapel in state Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Renovations have begun to
modernize a small chapel in the
state Capitol.
The Kentucky Department for
Facilities and Support Services
is working to restore pews, put
up new wallpaper, change carpeting and construct a wall to
separate the chapel from shelves
of communications equipment
that had been hidden only by a
curtain.

The Kiwanis Club originally
opened the chapel in the 1960s
in what had been a storage room
on the second floor of the
Capitol, across the hall from the
office of the chief justice of the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
State spokeswoman Cindy
Landham said no public funding
is being used to purchase materials for the renovation. The
Kiwanis Club is covering that
cost with a $3,600 donation.

Americans making little, spending a lot
WASHINGTON (API —
Americans are making a little
more money and spending a lot
more.
Under normal circumstances,
that would be a troubling sign
for the economy. But a closer
look at some new government
figures suggests another possibility: People are saving less
money because they're earning
next to nothing in interest.
Saving is already difficult
because of more expensive gas
and food. It's even tougher
because of the lower returns —
the flip side of super-low interest rates that the Federal

Reserve has kept in place since
2008 to help the economy.
Critics say the Fed is punishing those who play by the rules
— those careful enough to set
aside money for savings or people who built up a nest egg and
are living on fixed incomes that
depend on interest.
Americans spent 0.6 percent
more in September, three times
the increase from the previous
month, the government said
Friday. Spending was especially
sTfong on durable goods —
things like cars, appliances and
electronics.

From Front
law.
"Thanks to the Affordable
Care Act, Medicare is providing
better benefits at lower cost,"
said Sebelius.
Republicans weren't buying
it.
A spokeswoman for Sen.
Orrin Hatch of Utah said the
brunt of the health law's
Medicare cuts are still to come.
"More i m portantly," added
Antonia
Ferrier.
"lower
Medicare premiums are being
driven by lower than average
Medicare spending due to the
slow economy" — not the
health care law. Hatch is the
ranking Republican on the
Senate
panel
overseeing
Medicare.
A spokeswoman for House
Ways and Means Chairman
Dave Camp, R-Mich., said premiums are more affordable
because seniors on tight budgets
are spending less on health care
in a troubled economy.
Medicare's Part B annual
deductible, the amount beneficiaries pay before their coverage
begins, will also drop next year
to $140, a decrease of $22. The
hospital deductible, however,
will increase by $24, to $1,156,
for those admitted as inpatients.
One doesn't cancel out the other
since a minority of beneficiaries
are hospitalized in any given
year.
AARP, the seniors lobby,
reacted warily to Thursday's
announcement. Policy director
David Certner said there's still a
chance Congress could cut
Medicare and Social Security as
part of a budget deal. "These
changes would far outweigh
today's good news," he said.
For the average retiree, the
Medicare news means they will
have to fork over only a small
part of a long-awaited Social
Security increase next year for
premiums.
Premiums have been frozen at
the 2008 level of $96.40 a
month for about three-fourths of
Medicare beneficiaries. That
was due to the lack of a Social
Security COLA during the
depths of the economic downturn. But Social Security recently announced a raise averaging
$39 a month for 2012.
The Part B premium is one
number that most of the 48 mil-

lion people on Medicare can By TOM BERRY
connect with. Average premi- Staff Wnter
A Calloway County grand
ums for prescription coverage
jury
returned the following
and for popular Medicare
indictments
during deliberations
Advantage plans will stay flat or
this month. Some indictments
dip slightly for 2012, but fewer
may remain sealed by the court
beneficiaries opt for those bene- until individuals have
been
fits.
served. An indictment means
A leading nonpartisan expert the jury has determined there is
on Medicare said she doubted evidence to proceed with
election-year politics were charges, but does not indicate
behind the lower-than-expected guilt. All persons indicted are to
be considered innocent until
premiums for 2012.
proven guilty.
"Changes in premiums are
• William Christopher Birdsong,
obviously important to seniors,
but the numbers are based on 45, Wells Purdom Road, Alm, Ky.;
25 counts first-degree sexual abuse
what the law requires and deter- of a victim under age 12.
• Cody Howland, 21, Megan
mined by independent actuaries
rather than politics," said Tricia Drive, Murray; first-degree trafficking
in a controlled substance first.
Neuman of the Kaiser Family degree; first-offense and buy/possess drug paraphernalia.
Foundation.
• Brad Alan Bailey, 34, Ky. 94 East:
Neuman said. the explanation
first-degree trafficking in a controlled
probably concerns the relation- substance less than 10 dosage units
ship between Medicare premi- first offense drug unspecified by trafficking in oxycodone; first-degree
ums and Social Security cost of
trafficking in a controlled substance
living adjustments.
greater than or equal to 10 dosage
By law, the Part B premium is units, first offense drug unspecified
by trafficking in oxycodone.
set to cover 25 percent of the
• Michelle Baker, 24, North 16th
cost of Medicare's outpatient Street, Murray : two counts of firstdegree trafficking in controlled subcare benefit.
stance less than four grams of
But premiums have been cocaine, first offense; first-degree
frozen for most beneficiaries trafficking in a controlled substance
because federal law also says more than four grams, first offense.
• Jared D. Crouch, 21, Coach
that an individual's Medicare Estates, Murray; one-count, secondpremium cannot go up more degree trafficking in a controlled
than his Social Security COLA, substance containing buprenorphine
less than 20 dosage units, first
with some exceptions.
offense.
That left a relatively small
• Tracy Dunn, 45. Roosevelt
share of beneficiaries, including Road, Dexter. Ky.: trafficking in a
controlled substance (methamphetrecent enrollees, bearing the amine) less than two grams; five
brunt of higher Medicare costs. counts trafficking in a controlled subIndeed, the "standard premium" stance (methamphetamine) greater
than or equal to two grams.
for 2011 rose to $115.40, and
• Megan E. Forth. 21, General
new enrollees were charged that Jackson Drive, Murray; one-count,
amount. Upper-income retirees first-degree trafficking in a controlled
substance (oxycodone) first offense.
pay even more, but premiums
•
Jennifer Britton Garland
for the poor are covered by (Payne), 50, Morns Road, Dexter,
Ky.; trafficking in a controlled subMedicaid.
stance (methamphetamine) two
Back in May, government grams or more, first offense and
experts were forecasting a possession of manjuana.
• Rob G. Gingles, 24, Coleman
Medicare a premium of $106.60
Trail, Murray; two counts of firstfor 2012. At that time, they were degree trafficking in a controlled
also projecting a Social Security substance (oxycodone) less than 10
dosage units, first offense.
COLA of just 0.7 percent. But
• Gregory Jirak, 28, Brooklyn
the final COLA increase turned Drive, Murray; one-count, secondout to be muchhigger, a 3.6 per- degree trafficking in a controlled
substance (hydrocodone) less than
cent raise. And that meant rising 20 dosage units, first offense; oneMedicare costs could be spread count, first-degree trafficking in a
among many more people, controlled substance greater than or
units
20 dosage
equal to
resulting in smaller individual (hydrocodone). first offense.
increases.
• Jada Kimbro, 38, Thrush Lane,

•WATCH Center...
From Front
also tentatively scheduled for
sometime in January.
The project is projected to cost
more than $400,000. Williams
said. The center has been saving
money from donations for several years. However, another
$100,000 is still needed to complete the activities center.
"Any amount is appreciated, if
it's $1 or $5 - just whatever anyone would like to donate. It will
stay right here in Murray," said
Williams.
Locals may also drive by the
office and drop off their aluminum cans in the WATCH can
collection trailer. Williams says
all the proceeds from the organization's recycling program goes
toward special projects, like the
activities center.

Calloway County Grand Jury

All donations are tax
deductible, and may be mailed
to: WATCH, Inc., 702 Main
Street, Murray KY 42071. For
more information, call the center at 759-1965.
Williams said people can follow the progress of the new
activities center through the
organization's Facebook page,
"WATCH Inc".
WATCH stands for "Work
Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped." The center's
mission is to assist people with
developmental disabilities in
becoming integrated in the community through skills training,
rehabilitation and work programs. WATCH serves 52 people from Calloway, Graves,
Marshall and McCracken counties.

Murray; one-count, second-degree
trafficking in a controlled substance
(hydrocodone) less than 20 dosage
units, first offense; one-count, second-degree trafficking in a controlled
substance greater than or equal to
20 dosage units, first offense.
• Brian Kimbro. 37, Thrush Lane,
Murray; one-count, second-degree
trafficking in a controlled substance
(hydrocodone) less than 20 dosage
units, first offense; one-count, second-degree trafficking in a controlled
substance greater than or equal to
20 dosage units, first offense.
• Richard M. Payne, 35, Sycamore
Street; four-counts, first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance
(oxycodone) less than 10 dosage
units, first offense.
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• James Thomas Pendergrass,
Mazurek Circle, Murray, one
cultivation of marijuana five or
plants, first offense.
• Ross W. Robinson, 21, Gene
Jackson Dnve, Murray; one-c
second-degree trafficking in a c
trolled substance (suboxone p
containing buprenorphine) less
20 dosage units, first offense.
• Tammy Gayle Stockham, 4
Navigator Dnve, Murray; five-court
first-degree trafficking in a control
substance
(methamphetamin
greater than or equal to two gram
first offense.
• Amberly D. Hill (Foutch), 2
Coleman Trail, Murray; two-cou
trafficking in a controlled substa
(oxycodone) less than 10 dose
units, first offense.
• Donnie Ray Thomas Jr.,
North 16th Street, Murray; tw
counts trafficking in a controlled s
stance (cocaine) less than f
grams, first offense; one-count, fir
degree trafficking in a control]
substance (cocaine) greater than
equal to four grams, first offense
• Nicolas R. Wamer, 25, Magnolil
Street, Murray; one-count, second.]
degree trafficking in a controlled'
substance (hallucinogenic mushrooms
containing
psilocybin/psilocin) first offense::
one-count, second-degree trafficking in a controlled substance (hallu-,
cinogenic mushrooms containing
psilocybin/psilocin)greater than or
equal to 10 dosage units.
• Bobby D. Wilkerson, 22, Watson
Road, Murray; one-count, seconddegree trafficking in a controlled
substance (hydrocodone) less than
20 dosage units, first offense.
f
• Brands Wilbum, 24, Grove Land,
Murray; one-count, second-degre9
trafficking in a controlled substance
(hydrocodone) greater than or equal
to 20 dosage units. first offense.
• Samuel Wilson. 25, Meadow
Lane, Murray: one-count, first;
degree trafficking in a controlled
substance (oxymorphone) less than
10
.dosagerdunits,
L first offense.
Garland. 50. Morris
Road, Dexter. Ky.; one-count, traft
ticking in a controlled substance
(methamphetamine) two grams of
more, first offense; one-count possession of marijuana.
• Gary Rowland, 19, South 12tV
Street, Murray; one-count, second
degree burglary; one-count, receiving stolen property valued at under
$10,000; one-count complicity tp
theft by unlawful taking under
$10,000.
• Christopher S. Owen, 18, Airpork
Road. Alm, Ky; complicity to seoond-degree burglary; receiving
stolen property valued at under
$10,000; complicity to theft
unlawful taking under $10,000.
• Landon
B. Sullivan, le
Washington Drive. Almo, Ky.; complicity to second-degree burglary:
receiving stolen property valued at
under $10,000; complicity to theft by
unlawful taking under $10,000.
• John David Collins, 38, Bagwell
Court, Murray; first-degree trafficking in a controlled substance
(methamphetamine) greater than or
equal to two grams, first offense.
R. Warren, 24.
• Charles
Lakeshore Court, Cadiz. Ky.; onecount, manufacturing methamphetamine, second or greater offense:
first-degree trafficking in a controlled
(methamphetamine)
substance
greater than or equal to two grams;
one-count, first-degree possession
of a controlled substance (methamphetamine) second offense.
• Kimberly Ann Rodriguez. 40,
Crocker Road, Buchanan, Tenn.;
first-degree trafficking in a controlled
(methamphetamine)
substance
greater than or equal to two grams,
second offense.
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Local resident receives Jerry Bolls Scholarship
Spec9d-U the Ledger
SERCY, Ark.—In August.
Jordan Garland, a sophomore
Early Childhood Education
major from Murray, was awarded the Jerry Bolls Scholarship
for the fall semester at Harding
University in Searcy, Ark.
The scholarship was created to
honor the husband of Karen
Bolls, Jerry, who passed away in
1994. Jerry graduated from
Harding in 1966 with a B.A. in
music education. His wife,
'Karen and their three children
are also graduates of Harding. In
1967. Karen and Jerry moved to
Murray. and have lived here for
many years.
"Jerry was very passionate
about Christian education,"
'Karen said. "He also had a
strong desire to help students
from Murray."
The Jerry Bolls Scholarship is
set up to be awarded to students
Calloway
from
County.
• Students also must have a minimum 2.5 GPA. The scholarship
was created on March 17, 1998.
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'Take Back'Initiative
set for today
The Kentucky State Police will partner
with the Drug Enforcement Administration for the third annual "Take Back" Initiative to be held Saturday, Oct. 29, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at all KSP posts. Turn
in your unused or expired medication for
safe disposal. For post locations, visit
www.kentuckystatepolice.org/post.htm. For
information, contact Lt. David Jude at
(859) 707-7037 or (502) 782-1780.

Datebook

Veterans assistance available
Jessica Morris,
Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on TuesCommunity
day. Nov. 1, and Wednesday, Nov. 2, at the
editor
VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free service provided by the state of
Kentucky. For information, contact Regional Field Rep. Ron
McClure at (270) 247-2455.
4-H books, honors forms due Tuesday
Photo provided

Pictured, from left, is Kelly Mackey, Jordan Garland, scholarship recipient, Jeremy Bolls and
Karen Bolls.
With more than 7.100 students. Harding is the largest private university in Arkansas and
attracts more National Merit

Scholars than any other private France, Greece, *Italy
university in the state. Harding Zambia.
also maintains campuses in
Australia, Chile. England,

and

Roundabout U explores Southern Illinois
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Roundabout U finds co-hosts

Mum'
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Jim Carter and Sarah Clark on
the road again, this time traveling through Southern Illinois.

61;1 Come On In!
Our Door is Always Open at Hickory Woods

Carter and Clark are joined
This episode of Roundabout U
this week by special guest co- airs at various times Oct. 30host MSU President Randy Nov.5,and is broadcast on KET
Dunn as he interviews some old (Kentucky
Educational
friends in the Illinois school sys- Television), WS1L and through
tems. Dunn spent much of his local cable systems. Specific
career in Illinois and came to airing dates and times can be
Murray State from his former found online at www.roundposition of state superintendent aboutu.com.
of education for the Illinois
Roundabout U is a weekly,
State Board of Education.
award-winning video magazine
Clark and Carter visit produced by Digital Media at
Metropolis, which is home to Murray State UniversitY. Filmed
Clark Kent and, of course, his in high definition, the show
alter ego, Superman. They also highlights events throughout
tour the Marion Pepsi Plant to Kentucky and the region. Visit
see how the popular soft drink is the website or up-to-date inforproduced.
packaged
and mation and clips from past
shipped.
episodes. Fans can also follow
They explore another kind of on Fa,cebook and Twitter for picbeverage when they visit the tures, information and videos
Rustle Hill Winery to see what and viewers can watch past
is so special about the Shawnee episodes on Roundabout's
wine trail.
YouTube page.

Local man receives Wings of Gold
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, KY
270-759-8700 or 888-231-5014

WOW Lodges to meet Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodges 728 and 592 will meet for
their regular meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 1, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Harmon Hall. Officers will be installed. Hostesses will be the
members of Lodge 592. All members are invited to attend.

Kappa's of MWC to meet Tuesday
The Kappa Department of ,the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday. Nov. 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Hostesses will be Pat Miller and Cathy Pigg. All members are
encouraged to attend to finalize plans for the upcoming December Tour of Homes. Guests are welcome.

Poplar Springs Baptist to hold concert
"For Heaven's Sake" will be performing a free concert at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church on Sunday, Oct. 30, beginning
at 6 p.m. The church is located approximately six miles off
of Highway 280, East of Murray in the Pottertown community. There is no admission charge. Everyone is invited. For
more information, call the church office at (270) 436-2564.

Veterans Day Parade set for Nov. 11
There will be a Veteran's Day Parade on Friday, Nov. 11,
beginning at 4 p.m. on Main Street, Murray. If your group or
organization would like to participate, call (270) 293-5457.
The public is invited to come out and support our community's veterans.

Race to the Canal returns to LBL
Race to the Canal, an endurance mountain bike race, is set
for Sunday. Oct. 30, at Land Between the .Lakes (LBL) National Recreation Area. For information, contact Justin with WoodN-Wave at (270) 703-1893 or e-mail justin@woodnwave.com.
Online registration is preferred at www.usacycling.org.

Book & Bean to host Halloween Storytime
Join the University Book & Bean, Murray, for Halloween
Storytime on Saturday, Oct. 29, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Refreshmeuts will be served. Costumes are encouraged.

Service News
Special to the Ledger
KINGSVILLE, Texas—U.S.
Marine Corps Lt. John Tyler
Collins. of Murray, received his
Wings of Gold after successful-

4-H area record books and honors forms are due on Tuesday, Nov. I, by 4:30 p.m. to the Extension Office. For assistance or instructions, call 753-1452 to set up an appointment.

ly completing the final round of
flight training at the Kingsville
Naval Air Station.
While stationed in Kingsville,
Collins logged many hours in
the cockpit of the 1-45 Goshawk
trainer and numerous flight simulator hours.
Currently stationed at the
Marine Corps Air Station
Cherry Point in North Carolina,
Collins is training to fly the AV8B Harrier V/STOL strike aircraft.
He graduated from Calloway
County High School in 2004
and is planning to attend the
University of Louisiana at
Monroe.

Trail of Treats to be held at Central Park
4-H will be participating in the Trail of Treats, to be held
Monday, Oct. 31, at Central Park, Murray, from 5-7 p.m. They
will be utilizing a camping theme.

Community Kitchen serving lunch Sunday
Each Sunday from 12:30-1:30 p.m. the Community Kitchen
of Murray serves Sunday lunch at no cost to anyone in need.
Lunch is served in the gym of First United Methodist Church,
503 Maple St. Enter by the back parking lot gym door.

Death of Parent support group will meet
The Death of a Parent support group will meet Monday
night at 7 p.m. This group is for anyone who has lost a parent to death. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or (270) 210-4173.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Have you been affected by someone else's drinking? AlAnon is a support group for friends and family members of
alcoholics. This group meets Monday night from 6:30-7:30
p.m. at University Church of Christ. For more information,
contact Diana at (270) 227-0951 or Candy at (417) 294-5292.

TOPS meeting Tuesday

Support is
offered

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly)
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at (270)
227-1723.

Domestic
violence
support/educational groups are
currently offered on a weekly
basis. For more information on
dates and times, call the
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd.,
Murray. Please note the building is a non-smoking facility. For
more information, contact Kevin at (270) 293-7061.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays

MCTA Fall Routes now on website

The Murray Calloway Transit Authority's Fall Routes have
been posted on their website, www.murraytransit.com. For information about services, pricing, or the Trolley. call 753-9725.

Eliminate scratches. smudge
and glare on your lens-cs \\

Available at
'-_
-°111714N

Crizal # 1
Live Life in the Clear.
WWW.PGTRYIT.COM

JARVIS
VISION CENTER
Dr. Reed Jarvis
1208 Johnson Blvd.
Murray,KY
759-1429
Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
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Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND.Ky.— Land
Between the Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
join public lands across the
nation in honoring veterans on
Veterans Day, Friday. Nov. 11.
through Sunday. Nov. 13. with
free admission or user fee waiver at designated facilities (other
fees may apply).
Veterans. active and retired
members' of the armed forces
and their families' will have free
admission, with military ID.
into The Homeplace, Elk &
Bison Prairie(EBP), Woodlands
Nature Station. and Golden
Pond Planetarium. Veterans may
pick up their free entry passes
for the EBP at the Golden Pond
Visitor Center Nov. 11-13, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Also. Wranglers
Campground will issue a free
daily horse trailer permit and a
free vehicle permit will be

issued for Turkey Bay OffHighway Vehicle Area. Permits
must be issued on-site at Turkey
Bay and are valid Nov. 11-13
only.
Residents are urged to come
outside and play at Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area, managed by
the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, in
partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education.
Visitors are encouraged to
review LBL's official website at
www.lbl.org each season, and
throughout, for a Calendar of
Events, updates on programs
and policies, safety information.
maps and temporary trail and
road closures. Follow LBL on
Twitter @LBLScreechOwl and
on the blog at http://landbetweenthelakes.blogspot.com/.
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WATCH DONATION: Kevin D'Angelo, grand knight of the
Knights of Columbus Council #6897, presents a check in the
amount of $1,847.80 to Peggy Williams, executive director for
the Murray WATCH, Inc., as a WATCH employee looks on.
WATCH, a non-profit organization that assists people with disabilities, is currently in construction on a more than 7,000
square foot gymnasium and activity center. This year, money
the Knights of Columbus raise will assist with the new expansion, seen in the photo's background.

Senior Activities
By TFJOI COBB
chicken, pasta salad, green peas.
Activities director
whole wheat roll and grapes.
Activities for the week of Oct.
Friday
events
include
31, Nov. 1-3 have been released
Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m. and
as follows:
Apples to Apples game will be
Monday events include
played at 9 a.m. Wii Bowling
Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m.
from 9-11 a.m. Fitness Aerobics
Fitness Aerobics begins at 10
begins at 10 a.m. Open Bridge
am. Women's Issues begins at
begins play at 10 a.m. The Hand
10:30 a.m. Bingo starts at 12:30
& Foot Club will begin tournap.m. Line Dance starts at 1:30
ment play at 12:30 p.m. The
p.m. On the menu is turkey
Genealogy Club will meet at
tetrazinni, layered green salad,
12:30 p.m. in the Computer Lab.
oat bran mu
.ffin and caramel
Craft Class will also begin at
apples w/peanuts.
12:30 p.m. ZUMBAg Gold
Tuesday events include
Toning will begin at 3:30 p.m.
Strength & Stretch Class at 8
On the menu is vegetable beef
am., Men's basketball starts at 9
soup, egg salas sandwich,
a.m. Chair Volleyball follows at
saltine crackers, tropical fruit
10:15 a.m. Ping Pong begins at
and raisins.
12:30 p.m. ZUMBAg Gold
Murray-Calloway
County
Fitness begins at 2:30 p.m. On
Senior Citizens Center is locatthe menu is beef roast, mashed
ed at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
potatoes, squash and tomato
Photo provided
PIKE DREAM GIRL: Recently, Kallie Linzy, daughter of Vicky casserole, whole wheat roll and Lunch will be served Monday
through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for
Dunlap, was named Pi Kappa Alpha "Dream Girl," for 2011- pears and raisins.
a suggested donation of $2.
2012. Linzy is a junior at Murray State University majoring in
Wednesday events include
Transportation is offered on a
agricultural business. She is an active member of Alpha Strength & Stretch at 8 a.m.,foldaily
basis from 9 a.m. to 12:30
Gamma Delta sorority.
lowed by Armchair Aerobics at
p.m. If you live in the city limits
9 a.m., Fitness Aerobics begins
and need a ride to the center, the
at 10 a.m. Powder Puff Pool
doctor, grocery store, bank or
from 10-11:30 a.m.. Pinochle
"Heart Smart" is the program wich. *green bean carrot blend, Club begins at noon, and Chair pharmacy, call one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
for the menus in the cafeteria of mashed potatoes w/gravy, fried Yoga at 12:30
p.m. On the menu
The exercise room is open
Murray-Calloway
County squash, *broccoli
spears, is hamburger w/wheat bun, letMonday through Friday from 8
Hospital.
*chicken noodle soup.
tuce. onion and tomato, pork
Anne Newberry. dietitian. said
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are
Thursday - chili dog, *dirty
"the menus are designed to help rice w/shrimp. sour cream baked and beans, baked potato w/sour 60 and older are invited to exerthose restricting saturated fats chicken, pepperoni pasta bake. cream and banana.
cise at no cost, as well as take
Thursday events include
and sodium in their diets and are *Malibu blend vegetables, seaadvantage of other activities and
those marked with an*. For café soned white beans, *whole ker- Strength & Stretch class at 8 services
offered. Contact the
catering, call 762-1112. Menus nel corn, fried okra, cream of a.m., Shuffleboard begins at
center at 753-0929 for more
are subject to change without broccoli soup, "Breakfast for 9:30 a.m. Grief Support Group
details.
notice.
Supper Special."
is at 10 a.m. Blood pressures are
Murray-Calloway
Senior
Menus for the week of Aug.8Friday - pan fried chicken taken from 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Citizens
Center is a United Way
14 have been released as fol- w/roasted peppers and onions. ZUMBAg Gold is at 12:30
p.m.
lows:
*breaded fish filet. Swiss steak. On the menu is baked Italian Agency.
Monday - chicken strips. *seasoned black eyed peas.
Caesar salad, country style broccoli cheese bites. *baked
steak, *crumb topped fish filet. sweet potato, green bean casse*new red potatoes, *cooked role. *chicken noodle soup.
If you are a NEWCOMER
cabbage,apple fritters, macaroni
Saturday - oven baked ham,
to Murray/Calloway Co.
and cheese, *tomato florentine *Island chicken. *tender baby
Call SYLVIA SANERT
soup.
carrots. *steamed
yellow
AT (270) 227-5456
Tuesday - "Italian Spaghetti squash.seasoned potato wedges,
OR 759-9216
Festival" - spaghetti w/meat- soup of the day, "Breakfast for
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
balls, fettucini alfredo. *shrimp Supper Special."
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
marinara. cheddar chicken and
Sunday - BBQ beef brisket.
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
broccoli, breaded cheese sticks. *crispy
baked
chicken.
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
*baby carrots. *Italian green *parslied new potatoes, *seahayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
beans, redskin potato casserole. soned green beans. *tender
since 1946 almost 60 years!
garlic toast. *vegetable and baked apples. soup of the day.
lentil stew.
Wednesday - prime rib on
fresh baked bun, stuffed peppers, *open faced turkey sand-

Hospital Menus

To Inspire You! That's Our Mission.

Offering a collection of new furniture ideas and antiques.
Blended with floral designs and unique decor. A mixing of styles and eras
to create artful and int6sely personal spaces.

MHS to host
'Tiger Night'
Murray High School will
hold "Tiger Night," on Saturday. Nov. 12. from 5-7 p.m.
at the school. MHS basketball
teams, Murray Middle School
basketball teams, Little League
teams. Tiger Stars. MHS and
MMS cheerleaders as well as
MHS and MMS dance teams
will all be introduced.
Admission is free for students involved, free for children 6 and under and $5 for
everyone else. A chili supper
is included. Tiger merchandise.
silent auction baskets. T-shirts,
autographed team photo poSters,
season passes. and other items
will be available for purchase.
The public is encouraged to
come support the Tigers.
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Issuing the wannest of welcomes... come see...

Sisters
Rustic & Relaxed Decor
Furniture 4 Decor 0 Antiques

401 Maple Street • Murray, KY • 270-761-1343
Photo provided

NEEDLE CRAFTS FOR 4-H YOUTH: Posey Lowe recently
donated samplers to the 4-H needlework project group, which
meets Tuesdays in October and November. Pictured, from
left, are Audree Harper, Ginni Mikulcik, Olivia Mikulcik , Bailee
Jackson, and Lauren Montgomery.

Murray State University

PRESIDENT'S CONCERT
Japan Band Relief Effort

411"fillefal

featuring
Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Dennis L. Johnson - Conductor

!very Tuesday
2 Squire Rd.,
ig facility. For
)61.

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

Tues., Nov 1 • 7:30 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

iite

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Admission by donation

I Routes have
om. For inforall 753-9725.
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Japan's Music Relief.
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Friday & Saturday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Motel • Pontoon and MAI Rentals
270-436-5496
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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NEED LINE DONATIONS: Pictured are members of the Murray Calloway County Board of Realtors with their Need Line donations.

Relax...
We've got you covered.
Insurance can be confusing.
But no worries.., our experts
make it easy. Well find the
right insurance coverage
that works best for you.
So you can rest easy knowing
you got the right coverage...
at the right price.
1300 Johnson St., Murray

Photo provided

REALTOR AWARD: Murray Calloway County Board of
Realtors was recently awarded the Kentucky Association of
Realtors® Community Service Award for small boards for
their commitment to the community service needs in their
community. In addition to a plaque. the board also received
$250 for further community service projects.

753-8355

Insurance
Center
n
ib rraY

Pre-employment training offered in Murray

An mievendert Agroxy Rev ese.,

JIY
Grange
Insurance

Robert Billington

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College Workforce
Solutions will offer a preemployment training program
beginning next month in Murray.

Check Out These Great Homes
REDUCED PRICE!

Pat Cherr,
21429341318

613 Wiswell Road West
WHAT A FIND! This home is located just out of the city limits so you only have county taxes. Home is located across from
Campbell Estates subdivision and close to medical facilities
and shopping. Spacious 3 bedroom,2 bath. Large utility room
and large storage closet. Two car attached garage. Oversized
concrete patio on back. Hot water heater new 2010. Central
heat and air. Master bedroom with master bath. Formal dining
room. All kitchen appliances stay. MLS A53214

Price reduced to $139,900!
65 Starview Trail

Pi hem
27W:93431M

3 bedroom, 2 bath. Vaulted ceiling in family room
with fireplace and recessed lighting. Kitchen has
lots of cabinets, all appliances and pantry. Large
master bedroom with trey ceiling, his and her closets and master bath with jacuzzi tub, double sinks
and shower. Split bedroom design. Large deck partially covered with ceiling fans. A move-in-ready,
spacious home.

Price reduced to $204,500!
1268 Palmer Road

Trko
27111-291-14A'

COMPLETELY RENOVATED. Beautiful 3 bedroom. 2 bath
brick home located on .96 acres just north of town. Bonus room
that could be office/study or 4th bedroom. Renovations include:
new electrical, plumbing, lighting, windows, doors. central H/A.
walls, floors, septic and well. New roof and decking in Nov 2009.
Lots of oak cabinetry in kitchen with eat at bar area. Fireplace has
custom made mantle with travertine tile. Window seating, detailed
trim work, covered front porch with ceiling fans and swing are
just some of the special features of this home. Beautifully landscaped. Move in ready. This home is a must see!!!

Price reduced to $153,900!
REDUCED PRICE!

Auph,ir

Trary Wilms

2viznare

2225 Traci Drive
Newer 4 bedroom,2 1/2 bath brick home located in
quiet subdivision. Split floor plan, fenced in backyard, spacious living room, formal dining room,
hardwood floors, arched windows and recessed
lighting. Kitchen has beautiful cherry cabinets with
island, pantry and corian countertops. Large master
suite with trey ceilings, his and her closets, separate
shower,jacuzzi tub and double vanity sinks.

Price reduced to $199,900!
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The program was made possible through funding from the
Kentucky Workforce Investment Network System (KY
WINS), and will provicle participants with specialized training to increase employment
opportunities.
Workforce Solutions personnel will conduct 36 hours of
free training for 150 candidates in the following courses: "Safety and Health at Work
Site," which includes OSHA 10hour card for General Industry, "Employment Skills &
Teamwork," "Intro to Quality"
and "Blueprint Basics and Measurement."
Each of the four training
courses will be offered each
week beginning Monday, Nov.
7, through Friday, Jan. 13. All
training will be held at Webasto Roof Systems, Inc., located
at 3500 U.S.. Hwy. 641 N.,
Murray.
Classes will be held on Monday-Friday each week. On alternate weeks, day classes will
run between 7:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. and afternoon classes will
run between noon and 8:30
p.m. Class space is limited and
on a first come, first serve
basis.
KY WINS is the centerpiece of the Kentucky Community and Technical College
System (KCTCS) workforce
and economic development
efforts.
For more information, contact Stephanie Osterhout in the
WKCTC Workforce Solutions
office at (270) 534-3846.

you know ...

The
November Business at Breakfast featuring Dave Adkisson.
President & CEO of the* Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
is Nov. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Murray Room of the CFSB
Center. Dave will give a candid assessment of where the
state of Kentucky stands as of
Election Day 2011, in terms
of its politics, its finances, and
the upcoming session of the
state legislature as well as how
it affects businesses. Cost to
attend is $15 per person or
$150 for a sponsor table of
10. Call the Chamber for
more information.
Coming Up Around Town:• Halyard Field Organics
Sweet Sorghum and Apple
Cider Festival, 287 Hollyleaf
Lane, today, noon to dark, $12
per person, or $30 per family.
•Che: Part One. Curris Center Theater, tonight, 7:30 p.m.
• Blacksmithing on the Farm
The Homeplace, LBL, Oct. 30,
I p.m.
• Wait Until Dark, Playhouse in the Park, through Oct.
3
0
www.playhouseinthepark.net
for tickets.
• Trail of Treats, MCC Central, Oct. 31, 5-7 p.m., call
762-0325 for booths or info.,
free.
• Official Trick or Treat
Hours, City of Murray. Oct.
31, 5-8 p.m.
•Fall Festival, Westside Baptist Church, Oct. 31, 5:30-7:30
p.m., call 753-8240 for more
info.
• Old Duffers and Powder
Puffers, Playhouse in the Park,
Nov. 1, call 759-1752 for more
info.
• Empty Bowls Project Soup
Dinner, Murray Art Guild, Nov.
4, 5-7 p.m., donations requested in exchange for meal and
complimentary bowl, all proceeds benefit Needline, call
753-4059 for more info.
• JFK Assassination - The
Jim Garrison Tapes: A Film
and Discussion by John Barbour, Faculty Hall, Room 208,
Nov. 4. 7 p.m.
• Dessert Cabaret, Playhouse
in the Park, Nov. 4-5, call
759-1752 for more info.
• Christmas in the Country
Bazaar,
Goshen
United
Methodist Church Fellowship

Hall, Nov. 5,
8-11 a.m.
• Holiday
B azaar,
Kirksey
U nited
Methodist
Church,
Nov. 5, 8
a.m.
to
noon.
Chamber
• Noel
Chat
Market,
First Chris- By Lisa Farns
Satterwhite
tian Church,
Nov. 5, 8 Murray/Calloway
County
a.m. to 1
Chamber of
p . m .
Commerce
Soup/Cornbread
Lunch, 10:30 a.m. to I p.m_
$6.
• Terra Cotta Pot People,
Beans to Blossoms, Nov. 5,
1-3 p.m., $5.
•WICMS presents: A Prairie
Home Companion, CFSB Center, Nov. 5. 4:45 p.m., call
809-5577 for tickets.
• Holiday Bazaar and Pet
Portraits, Humane Society, Nov.
12.
• American Medicine Chest
Challenge - Bring Unused and
Expired Medicine, Sheriff's
Office, 701 Olive St., Nov. 12,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
•American Red Cross Blood
Drive, C.A. Jones Management
Group, 306 Andrus Dr., Nov.
15, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• MSU Dept. Of History
presents: Roots 2 Music Concert, Wrather Museum, Nov.
15, 7:30 p.m., free.
• Playhouse in the Park
presents: Murray Dance Stars,
Curris Center, Nov. 18, 6 p.m.,
call 759-1752.
• Texas Hold'Em Tournament, Knights of Columbus.
332 Squire Rd., Nov. 19, Registration: 1-2 p.m.: Play: 2
p.m.
• Legends of the Night Sky
Laser Show, Golden Pond Planetarium, LBL, Daily through
October, noon, $5 adults/$2
children, (last weekend).
• Downtown Saturday Market, Court Square, every Saturday today through October,
7 a.m. to noon.
• *(M1M) denotes Murray
In Motion seal for promoting
health and wellness.
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ICE CREAM INCENTIVE: Culvers teamed up with the fifth
grade students at Murray Middle School to offer incentives for
good behavior and for setting good reading goals. Students
who achieve goals get a free custard.

Kopperud Realty's
qfrooted ai tite 20eek

1455 Boggess Road, Almo

504 South 7th Street

WELL-BUILT 2 BEDROOM. 2 BATH BRICK
RANCH LOCATED JUST NORTH OF MURRAY! Features include spacious living room with
fireplace, new roof and 2 outbuildings. Immediate
possession is available. Priced at $109,000. MIS
#63784

QUAINT 2 BEDROOM HOME IN CENTRAL
MURRAY LOCATION! Arched doorways. hardwood floors, a large closet and an updated bath are
only a few of the highlights. Fenced back yard.
garden spot. and nice outbuilding are a few of the
outdoor features. Priced at $62,000. MLS #63701

711 Main St.
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Time for annual Ducks Unlimited banquet
The
Murray/Calloway
County Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will hold their annual fundraiser
banquet
Saturday
night,
November 5,
at
the
Knights of
Columbus
Hall at 6:00
PM.
In The Field willThe event
be
By Kenny
catered this
Damell
year
by
Outdoors
Dottie
Columnist
Renfro and
the
HiBurger Restaurant so you know
the food will be delicious. The
menu will include fish and all

the trimmings along with a
scrumptious cobbler for dessert.
The meal is expected to begin at
7:00 PM.
For a fun night of prizes, raffles, silent and live auctions,
and drawings, nothing beats the
DU banquet. It is organized by
the local chapter and is well
attended by hunters, conservationists, local business people,
and by folk who are passionate
about preserving the great outdoors. Money raised at the banquet is used to fund DU projects
in Kentucky and in the vital
duck-nesting areas of north-central United States and Canada.
Admission to the dinner is
only $45 and includes your $35
annual membership to Ducks
Unlimited. Corporate, business,
and individual sponsorships

begin at $250. At the end of the
night, some lucky attendee will
walk away with a Ducks
Unlimited shotgun as a door
prize. Everyone who attends
will receive a DU cap - yes,
there are even pink caps for the
ladies - as long as supplies last.
The silent auction will
include many unique and exclusive DU items such as decoys,
figurines, jewelry, a leather
purse, copper serving trays, a
DU pitcher and glasses, and
other valuable goodies. The live
auction will be provided courtesy of Jimmy Tate, auctioneer
extraordinaire, and will include
exclusive DU framed artwork,
collectable decoys, knives, DU
flatware, a DU youth bicycle, a
camouflaged guitar, a DU
patchwork quilt, and a Beretta

AL 3901 Ducks Unlimited Lake Barkley along with severThe local chapter also mainexclusive "gun of the year."
al large projects in Ballard tains a booth at the Annual
Hunters will find many prac- County. Many local hunters Fishing and
Outdoor Show at
tical items such as a collection have received technical assis- CFSB Arena
to provide inforof Avery blind bags, gun cases, tance and even hardware such as mation about
conservation on
and such. For the ladies, there water control devices through a the local and national
level.
will be a card raffle for a pink- partnership with DU.
If you have an interest in
camo .22 caliber rifle. Other
Locally,
the waterfowl, conservation, habitat
guns that will be raffled or auc- Murray/Calloway Chapter not preservation, or just
like to have
tioned include a Weatherby only raises money for these a good time at a
family-oriented
.270, a Rossi combination .22 projects, but provides service to event, the
annual Ducks
and 20 gauge, and a Remington the local population as well. Unlimited Banquet is
the place
887 DU model. Everyone has a Every year, the local chapter to be. Everyone is
welcome at
chance to win a nice prize.
brings
the
youth
OT the event. Tickets can be purDucks Unlimited is celebrat- "Greenwing" activity trailer to chased by calling Pam at
CDM
ing 75 years in the conservation the annual "Hooked on Fishing, Construction,
753-8964, or they
business this year. They are the Not On Drugs" event at the can be purchased at the
door on
premiere conservation organi- Kenny Imes Farm. The chapter the night of the event.
Come on
zation that not only helps the sets up an archery range and out, spend a fun evening
with
ducks, but preserves vital habi- provides the youngsters with friends, and help the
local chaptat for all wildlife species. In instruction and an opportunity ter raise money for
conservaKentucky, DU has been active to actually shoot bow and tion. Who knows, you
might
in the Duck Island project on arrow.
just walk out with new shotgun!

Ky. Afield Outdoors, Winds, low pool make
Blue River Trails: for dangerous lakes
Ky. River, pool eight
From KDFWR
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
headwaters of the Kentucky
River run off Pine Mountain in
southeastern Kentucky and flow
all the way to Carrollton in
northern Kentucky. The river
travels for 225 miles to its confluence with the Ohio River
after the North and South Fork
meet at Beattyville. In this
entire stretch, one of the most
scenic and best pools to fish and
float lies just southeast of
Nicholasville.
Pool 8 of the Kentucky River
offers access to the lower portions of Sugar Creek. Paint Lick
Creek and Silver Creek. They
make three of the best creeks on
the river to fish for largemouth,
smallmouth and spotted bass.
While fishing these waters,
anglers may also occasionally
encounter a muskellunge lurking under a root wad.
The Kentucky River makes a
large southwestern bend that
forms the southern border of
Jessamine County and the
northeastern border of Madison
County. Ages ago, the river
flowed against the uplift known
as the Lexington (or Cincinnati)
Arch and cut downward, forming the high river cliffs known
as the Palisades. Taking a canoe
or kayak trip in Pool 8 gives the
paddler an intimate view of the
Palisade region, allowing you to
witness in person the spectacular power of flowing water
through the ages.
Fall is a great time to experience the grandeur of the palisades in Pool 8. The Kentucky
River usually flows tranquil and
green-clear in fall with minimal

boat traffic. This stretch of river
is a good one for families and
beginning paddlers to hone their
craft and experience one of the
overlooked treasures of central
Kentucky.
The first 3.5-mile, half-day
float begins at either the
Hunter's Ferry Road Ramp in
Jessamine County or at the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources' Poosey
Ridge Boat Ramp at the end of
KY 595 in Madison County.
They lie opposite from one
another on the river as they are
the landings of the historic
Hunter's Ferry. The take-out is
either at the John Nickell Boat
Ramp at the end of KY 39 in
Jessamine County or the
Buckeye/Paint Lick Boat Ramp
in Garrard County. The John
Nickell Boat Ramp has ample
parking with an excellent ramp.
The shuttle from the Hunter's
Ferry Road Ramp to the John
Nickell Boat Ramp take-out is
considerably shorter, but the
accommodations, ramp and
parking at the Poosey Ridge and
Buckeye/Paint
Lick
Boat
Ramps are much better.
Extremely limited parking
exists at the Hunter's Ferry Boat
Ramp. This ramp is suitable for
only canoes, kayaks and small
boats. Please respect private
property while using these
ramps.
Boaters would be wise to
paddle just upstream of these
ramps to the mouth of Silver
Creek on the right. Silver Creek
holds an excellent population of
smallmouth bass and anglers
who paddle upstream to the
flowing section should do well.

Silver Creek smallmouth love 3inch pumpkinseed boot-tailed
grubs rigged on 1/8-ounce leadheads. This section of creek also
holds good numbers of largemouth bass. White weightless
soft-plastic jerkbaits worked
among root wads and undercut
banks produce strikes from
largemouth bass.
Apply subtle twitches of the
rod tip and work the lure almost
in place in these spots. A fat
largemouth that ignored other
offerings often can't stand this
and will heartily strike.
The rocky outcrop known as
Upper Hunters Bar is an excellent spot to work a medium-running crawfish-colored lure for
smallmouth
or
spotted
(Kentucky) bass. This bar lies
just upstream of these ramps on
the Jessamine County side of
the river.
As you float downstream,
several palisades come into
view. The sand and gravel outcrop at the mouth of Sawmill
Run, known as Lower Hunters
Bar, is another spot to try the
crankbait for bass.
The river flows straight after
Lower Hunters Bar for a little
over a mile until you see a large
rock bar on the right. The rocks
of Wildhorse Branch Bar constrict the river's flow somewhat
and
concentrate
bass.
Smallmouth bass hit 1/8-ounce
brown and orange jigs worked
in the rocks of the bar. The swirl
just downstream of Wildhorse
Branch Bar is another place to
try for bass, but may also hold
muskellunge in fall. Some maps
list this bar as a boat ramp, but it
is no longer open to public use.

Operation Dry Water
nets 4,338 citations
nationwide
From KDFIVR
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Kentucky conservation officers
teamed up with law enforcement personnel from 450 agencies nationwide this summer for
Operation Dry Water.
Operation Dry Water is
devoted to Boating Under the
Influence (BUI) education and
enforcement. The weekend
enforcement effort, which is
aimed at reducing alcohol and
drug-related accidents on lakes
and rivers, resulted in 4,338
citations issued nationwide,
including 321 Bins.
Additionally, 42,253 vessels
were checked and 8,589 safety
warnings were issued by the
3,649 officers who patrolled the
nation's waterways, according
to an article published in Small

Craft Advisory, the official publication of the National
Association of State Boating
Law Administrators (NASBLA).
Now in its third year,
Operation Dry Water is an initiative launched by NASBLA,
the U.S. Coast Guard, and partnering state and federal agencies. It is traditionally held on
the weekend prior to the July 4
holiday.
During the weekend, boaters
were contacted with safety messages at boat ramps and on the
water. Law enforcement officers conducted courtesy boat
inspections. Officers also
answered questions about
Kentucky's boating laws and
the safety equipment required
on boats.

"Our goal every year on this
weekend is to have no Boating
Under the Influence (BUI)
arrests and no alcohol-related
accidents," said Captain Mike
Fields,
Law
Boating
Administrator for the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. "Operation Dry
Water is an effort to get the
word out that alcohol and boating don't mix."
Kentucky's boating laws are
detailed in the Kentucky
Fishing and Boating. Guide,
available wherever hunting and
fishing licenses are sold. The
guide is also available online at
the department's website:
fw.ky.gov.
For more information about
Operation Dry Water, go online
to www.operationdrywater.org.

We sure had some high are very close to the waters surwinds last week that kept us face and will cause major damfrom taking our scheduled age to a boat engine so beware.
anglers out
According to the informato do some tion provided by the Kentucky
fishng. High Dam program the water level
winds
are on Kentucky Lake was 354
more dan- feet. Now we know that is the
gerous than elevation they try to maintain
the rainfall throughout the winter season
so we had to but depending on the rainfall is
cancel their another matter! We know this
trip. We had program does a super job of
Fishing Line. about the taking care of everything possisame weath- ble and we thank you for that.
By Jerry
er conditions
I was able to talk brother-inMaupin
the
day law Willie Jackson into fishing
Outdoors
before and again Monday. We thought the
Columnist
had to cancel winds were in our favor so
then
also away we went. We were surexcept the winds were really prised at the water elevation
dangerous.
being so low but that wasn't a
During this part of the sea- problem.
son the lake elevation is being
The problem stems from the
lowered to what they call win- super flood
we received a couter pool stage and in some ple of
months ago. The
areas there are sunken trees and extremely
high lake elevation
cut timber which has been came
at a time when the fish
underwater a year. Some are
were spawning and tons of the
being held in place by cement shad
were swept away. They
blocks and even some of these
were so small there were no

other place they could go
except with the water as it fell
back to normal pool stage.
One can go into any bay and
see the beautiful waters but it
you actually see any numbers
of shad they are only a shadow
what there should be. They are
only two and a half inches in
length and that is going to be
tough on them this coming
winter!
Willie and I traveled several
miles looking for the expected
schools of shad which should
be surfacing in huge schools
and attracting the striped bass
and largemouth bass and sometimes the smallmouth bass, to
be follow* the huge bait
schools.
It just didn't happen for us
as we covered several miles
looking for that magic melee of
shad being attacked. We did
catch three whopper striped
bass before calling it a day so
that helps out in the kitchen.
The waters were still falling!
Happy Fishing!

LBL prepared to
honor Veteran's Day
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, KY - Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
join public lands across the nation
in honoring veterans on Veterans
Day, Friday, November 11,
through Sunday, November 13,
with free admission or user fee
waiver at designated facilities
(other fees may apply).
Land Between The Lakes will
offer veterans, active and retired
members of the armed forces, and

their families' free admission
(with military ID) into The
Homeplace, Elk & Bison Prairie
(EBP), Woodlands
Nature
Station, and Golden Pond
Planetarium. Veterans may pick
up their free entry passes for the
EBP at the Golden Pond Visitor
Center Nov. 11-13 from 9am5pm. Also Nov. 11-13, Wranglers
Campground will issue a free
daily horse trailer permit; and a
free vehicle permit will be issued
for Turkey Bay Off-Highway
Vehicle Area (permits must be

issued on-site at Turkey Bay and
are good Nov. 11-13 only).
Whether you take a drive
through the Elk & Bison Prairie.
wander around the backyard at
the Nature Station, learn about
life on the farm in the 1850s at
The Horneplace, ride the trails on
an ATV at Turkey Bay, or enjoy a
trail ride on horseback at
Wranglers, fall is a wonderful
time to get outdoors and enjoy the
many recreation opportunities
available at LBL!

307 Bee Creek Dr.
Murray, KY
270-761-4427
1-888-465-9632
www.fortnergas.com

FULL SERVICE PROPANE DEALER
Servicing: Calloway, Graves & Marshall Counties
in KY and Henry County, TN

EMPIRE
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SINCE 1932

We offer Sales,
Installation and Service
of Gas Logs,
Fireplaces & Heaters.

Fortner Gas Company offers lease tanks in sizes to meet
your specific needs or we will fill your tank for you!

'A Family Tradition of Service Since 1951-
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WORLD SERIES, GAME 7: CARDINALS 4, RANGERS 2

CARDIAC CARDS
By BEN WALKER
Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
Albert Pujols thrust both
arms high in the air, even
before he reached home
plate.
It was only the first
inning, and already it felt as
if the St. Louis Cardinals
were home free. Because
after they had overcome so
much just to get this far, what
could stop them?
The Cardinals won a
Associated

remarkable World Series
they weren't even supposed
to reach, beating the Texas
Rangers 6-2 in Game 7 on
Friday night with another
key hit by hometown star
David Freese and six gutty
Chris
from
innings
Carpenter.
Pushed to the brink, the
Cardinals kept saving themselves. A frantic rush to reach
the postseason on the final
day. A nifty pair of comebacks in the playoffs. Two

desperate rallies in Game 6.
"This whole ride, this
team deserves this," said
Freese, who added the Series
MVP award to his trophy as
the NL championship MVP.
A day after an epic game
that saw them twice within
one strike of elimination
before winning 10-9 in 11
innings, the Cardinals captured their 11th World Series
crown.
"It's hard to explain how
this happened," Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa said.
Following a whole fall on

the edge, including a surge
from 10 V2 games down in
the wild-card race, La
Russa's team didn't dare
mess with Texas, or any
more drama in baseball's first
World Series Game 7 since
the Angels beat Giants in
2002.
Freese's two-run double
tied it in the first, with Pujols
celebrating as he scored.
Good-luck charm Allen
Craig hit a go-ahead homer
in the third.
Given a chance to pitch

But
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ERIC GAY / Associated Press

The St. Louis Cardinals celebrate after Texas Rangers' David
Murphy flies out to end Game 7 of baseball's World Series.

WEEK 10
SCOREBOARD
Murray 65
Fulton County 20

PILOTS NO MACH FOR
STIFFLING TIGERS'
DEFENSE IN ROUT

Webster County 30
Ballard Memorial 22

Madisonville- NH 49
Crittenden County 0
Ohio County 24
Daviess County 13
ranklin - Simpson 54
ttpollo 7

prayson County 49
McClean County at 14

1
Hancock County 52
Breckinridge Co.0

CLASS 1A, DISTRICT 1
Mayfield
Russellville
Fulton Co.
Futton City

3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

10-0
5-5
2-8
2-8

Murray
Caldwell Co.
Crittenden Co.
Fieidland
Ballard Mem.

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

9-1
5-5
3-7
2-8
3-7

By TIM MACALLISTER
Sports Writer
The Tigers struck early
and often in a 65-20 regular
season finale over the Fulton
County Pilots. Tiger Bob
Fields took the opening kickoff 75 yards for a touchdown
and Murray never took their
foot of the acclerator. Fields
accounted for five touchdowns in three different ways
on the final regular season
game of his career at Murray
High School as the Tigers roll
into the playoffs with a 9-1
record and home field advantage.
After the kickoff return the
Pilots were forced into a three
and out and forced to punt on
their first possesion. Fulton
County's Tyler Wilson got off
a 40 yard punt but Deon
Howard was ready on the
other end and his 37 yard
return set up the eight yard
touchdown run on the ensuing play by Fields. Carson
Greifenkamp added one of
his seven extra points and
TIM MACALLISTER Ledger & Times within the first three minutes
Senior linebacker Ian Heskett prepares to take down Fulton County quarterback Damien of the game the Tigers led 140.
Roach for a sack in last night's 65-20 rout.

The second Pilot drive
stalled after one first down
and they were forced to punt
once again. This time there
was no return but the Tigers
still had good field position
starting on the Fulton County
40 yard-line. A 20 yard run
from Dylan Boone and a 10
yard run from Fields had the
Tigers set up for another 1st
and Goal. Then the Tigers did
what they rarely do... pass.
with
connected
Deese
Torrance Williams for a 10
yard touchdown pass which
gave Murray a three touchdown cushion. The Tigers
also came up with their two
point conversion to lead 22-0.
It would be the defense
which would come up big
once again on the following
Fields
when
possesion
stepped in front of a Damien
Roach pass and took it 14
yards to pay dirt. Roach
would be picked off two
more times by a defense
which ended the regular season with 17 total interceptions. Murray allowed a mere
one completion for five yards
II See TIGERS, 9A

(LASS 2A, DIsmicr 2
O'boro Cath.
Butler Co.
Hancock Co.
Union Co.
Todd Co. Cen.
McLean Co.

5-0
3-2
4-1
2-3
1-4
0-5

10-0
7-2
6-4
5-5
1-9
0-10

CALLOWAY COUNTY DROPS 14-10
SHOCKER TO TRIGG COUNTY

CLASS 3A, DisirRicr 1
Pad. Tilghman
Trigg Co.
Fort Campbell
Heath
Webster Co.

4-0
2-2
3-1
1-3
0-4

8-2
7-3
6-4
3-7
1-9

CLASS 4A, Dignucr 1
Lone Oak
Mad'ville-NH
Owensboro
Calloway Co.
Hopkins Cent.

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

8-2
8-2
4-6
3-7
1-9

CLASS 4A, DisTRIcr 2
Franklin-Simp. 3-0
2-1
Warren East
Allen Co.-Scot. 1-2
0-3
Breck. Co.

9-1
7-3
4-6
1-9

Ohio Co.
Graves Co.
Apollo
Hopkinsville

CLASS 6A, DisTRicr 1
Henderson Co. 3-0
Marshall Co. 2-1
1-2
Daviess Co.
Muhlenberg Co.0-3

7-3
6-4
3-7
0-10

Lakers was sniffed out and Steven
By GREG WADDELL
Treadaway was dragged down at the 11
Assistant Sports Editor
Pacing the sidelines deep in the yard line.
Calloway would try to mount one
fourth quarter at Jack D.Rose stadium
last night. Calloway County head coach more comeback though as quarterback
Josh McKeel could do little more than Tyler Greer fired a 18 yard dart to
receiver Andy Fraher on fourth and 16
put his head in his hands.
Just when it looked like his team had but time ran out for the Lakers as they
pulled off a stunning come from behind fell 14-10.
The game started out promising
win against Trigg County, the misfortune that has been trailing his Lakers all enough though. Playing the Wildcats
tough the entire first half, the defense
season intervened again.
This time it wouldn't be injuries shined in the game for Calloway, making big play after big play to keep them
though.
Seconds after scoring the go ahead alive.
"That was probably the best defentouchdown, the Lakers would line up to
kick the ball off but after a Calloway sive gamt we've played in a long time,"
player collided with kicker Garrett McKee! said. "They came out and comSchwettman on his back swing the ball peted. I challeneged them early in the
skipped just 25 yards where it was week after we had the off week to come
scooped up by Trigg County. Just a out and compete and they did that. Then
minute later the Wildcats made them to walk away with a 14-0 after having
pay as Deondre Wilson rumbled 47 the opportunity to lead late in the game
(is disheartening). As a head coach you
yards for the winning score.
want to give answers and you want to
where
years
"It's been one of those
you just come to expect almost some- do those things but they fought hard,
thing like (that kick) at the most inop- they competed for each other and this
school but unfortunately we walked
portune time," McKee! said.
Still, things wouldn't get much bet- away with a loss."
The normally explosive
ter for Calloway on the ensuing kick
return as a trick play employed by the
•See LAICERS,9A

GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times

Senior Calloway County receiver JoshFriedrich fights for extra
yardage in the Lakers' 14-10 defeat last night.
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From Page 8A
all night.
"Bob put on a show didn't
he?'', said Tiger Coach Steve
Duncan. "Kickoff return and he
lust did a lot of stuff for us
tonight. But I think all of our
guys played pretty well. I
thought we played real good
defense there at the beginning
and I thought that first half we
played really well, causing
turnovers."
But Fulton County did not
go peacefully into the night and
Domontrial Pierce provided a
spark for his Pilots with a 65
yard sprint off the right tackle
and got his team on the board,
29-6. Pierce would lead all
rushers with 204 rushing yards
and three touchdowns. A majority of the yards were on two

breakaway runs of 65 and 69
yards for touchdowns.
But again the Tigers would
answer this time in the form of
a 54 yard run trom James
Holland and Fields would finish the drive off with a 22 yard
burst into the end/one and
reversing any
momentum
Fulton Comfy had. The score
came just 23 seconds of gametime after the Pilots put up their
first points of the evening. It
put the game seemingly out of
reach just eight seconds into the
second quarter. After a fumble
by the Pilots and a three and out
for both teams Fulton County
had to punt to Deon Howard
who did the rest on a 57 yard
return for a touchdown with a
host of Tiger blockers to lead
his way.

Tiger defensive back Cody
Therrell intercepted another
Roach pass and Jaleel Lee put
the exclamation point on the
half with his I I yard touchdown run. Murray led Fulton
County 51-6 at halftime.
The Tiger defense started the
third quarter with a forced
turnover on downs and then
Fields dialed it up one more
time on a 35 yard touchdown
run on the very next play. The
Tiger offense iced the cake with
one more touchdown, an Andre
Phillips run from seven yards
out. Fulton County would score
two late touchdowns but the
Tigers came away winners and
will face Union County in the
first round of the KHSAA playoffs at Ty Holland•Stadium next
Friday.

few reps have been taken but
to step up on Senior Night and
compete and give us a chance
to win. I couldn't be prouder of
those two guys and of our
whole team."
The Lakers' first score of
the game would come from the
steady
right
foot
of
Scwettman, who connected
from 44 yards out to pull
Calloway within four at 7-3, at
the 4:15 mark in the third quarter. After the Wildcats threatened on the next series,
Calloway would neutralize the
attack as a timely Hunter
Arnold fumble recovery in
Trigg County's redzone would
hand the ball back to the boys
in blue and red.
The ensuing drive would
stall but after trading blows

with their opponent the Lakers
would get the ball back with a
chance to potentially win the
game. Facing a fourth and four
with five minutes to go, Greer
had to scramble for time, evading two defenders before
uncorking a beautiful 35 yard
strike to Fraher, who had managed to sneak behind his cornerback. On the one yard line
,Calloway would hand the ball
to senior receiver Garrett
Cowen who bullied his way in.
That,
unfortunately
for
Calloway, was the beginning
of the end.
That said, focus will now
shift to next week as Calloway
County will begin preparation
for Franklin-Simpson in the
first round of the playoffs

Murray
Fulton Co

29 22 7 7-65
6 0 0 14 —20

First Quarter
Mur - Fieids 75 kickoff return
(Gredenkarnp kick), 11 47
Mur. Fields 8 run (Gredenkamp kick),
920
Mur - Wilhams 10 pass from Deese
(Gredenkamp Kick) 409
Mur - Fields 14 interception return (2pt
run good) 301
Ful - Pierce 65 run, (2p1 run failed) 0 15
Second Quarter
Mur - Fields 22 run (2pt run good).
11 52
Mur - Howard 57 punt return
(Gredenkamp kick). 8 11
Mur - J Lee II run. (Greitenkarrip kick),
4 14

Fourth Quarter
Mur. Phillips 7 run. (Gredenkamp kick),
10:53
Ful - Pierce 69 run. (2pt run good),
6.57
Ful - Mitchell 5 pass from Roach (No
PAT), 000
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From Page 8A
however, had problems finishing against the Trigg County
defense. Still, the banged up
offensive
line
played
admirable McKeel said.
"I thought we drove the ball
well pretty much the majority
of the evening but we were
unable to put the ball into the
endzone," he said. "When
those things happen you're not
going to win football games
and, unfortunately, we watched
15 young men walk away from
Jack D. Rose Stadium with a
loss. That stinks.(As far as the
offensive line), I haven't seen
the film but I think they did
great. I thought Zack Jones and
Austin Trotter really stepped
up and played exceptional and
,again, at a position that very

Calloway Co
Trigg Co

O
O

0
0

3 7
7 7

10
14

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Trig - Wilson 10 run (Kick good) 827
CCHS. Schwttman 44 field goal 4 15
Fourth Quarter
CCHS - Cowen I run (Schwedman
KICkl 448
Trig - Wilson 47 run iKick good) 3 43
TEAM STATISTICS
CCHS
Trig
First downs
15
15
Rushes-yards
29-25
41-255
Comp/Att./Int
16-39-2
3-11-1
Passing yards
211
25
Total yards
210
220
Fumbles-lost
1-1
2-1
Penalties-yards
5-45
9-90

•Champs
From Page 8A
by a Game 6 ramout and picked
by La Russa earlier in the day to
start on three days' rest,
Carpenter and the tireless St.
Louis bullpen closed it out.
• No Rally Squirrel needed on
this night, either. Fireworks and
confetti rang out at Busch
Stadium when Jason Motte
retired David Murphy on a fly
ball to end it.
"We just 'kept, playing,"
Cardinals star Lance Berkman
said.
Said La Russa: "If you watch
the history of baseball, teams
come back."
The Rangers, .meanwhile,
will spend the whole winter
wondering how it all got away.
Texas might dwell on it forever,
in fact, or at least until Nolan
Ryan & Co. can reverse a World
Series slide that started with last
year's five-game
wipeout
against San Francisco.
"We were close. Two times.
Game 6. That's it," Texas pitcher Colby Lewis said.
Ryan left tightlipped. When
a reporter tried to ask the
Rangers president and partowner a question, someone in
his entourage said: "He's not
talking."
Texas had not lost consecutive games since last August.
These two defeats at Busch
Stadium cost manager Ron
Washington and the Rangers a
chance to win their first title in
the franchise's 51-year history.
Instead, Texas became the
first team to lose the Series two
straight years since Atlanta in
1991-92.
"Sometimes when opportunity is in your presence, you
certainly can't let it get away
because sometimes it takes a
while before it comes back,"
manager
Ron
Rangers
Washington said. "If there's one
thing that happened in this
World Series that I'll look back
on is being so close,just having
one pitch to be made and one
out to be gotten, and it could
have been a different story."
Added Texas third baseman
Adrian Beltre: "We tried to
come back today, but the
momentum just took them."
"It's not a nice feeling, you
know, being one strike away
twice. I guess it's probably easier to lose four games in a row
in a World Series, but being a
strike away it's something that
will be hard to forget," he said.
This marked the ninth
straight time the home team had
won Game 7 in the World
Series. The wild-card Cardinals
held that advantage over the AL
West champions because the
NL won the All-Star game —
Texas could blame that on their
own pitcher, C.J. Wilson, who
took the loss in July.

978 Ledbetter Road.
This house is tucked awa‘ in a quiet part of the cowl.. ..
*-400e.wr ty and sits on
cvenof wootieti. land willsa large
pond. Home has had bug* remodeling done and is
- ready to move into toila):This would be great for first
time home buyers, or a private get-away cabin. Land
borders TVA land. This is a must see to appreciate
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National Football League
All Times EDT
National Conference
East
W
L T Pct
N V Giants
4 2 0 667
Dallas
3 3 0 500
Washington
3 3 0 500
Philadelphia
2 4 0 333
South
W
L T PcI
New Orleans
5 2 0 714
Tampa Bay
4 3 0 571
Atlanta
4 3 0 571
Carolina
2 5 0 286
North
W
L
T
Pci
7 0 0 1 000
5 2 0 714
4 3 0 571
1
6 0 143
West
W
L T Pct
San Francisco
5
1 0 833
Seattle
2 4 0 333
Anzona
5 0 167
1
St Louis
0 6 0 000
Sunday, Oct. 30
Indianapolis at Tennessee, 1 p m
New Orleans at St Louis, 1 p m
Jacksonville at Houston. 1 p m
Miami at N Y Giants. 1 pm
Minnesota at Carolina. 1 p m
Arizona at Baltimore. I p m
Detroit at Denver. 4 05 p m
New England at Pittsburgh, 4 15 pm
Dallas at Philadelphia. 8 20 p m
Open Atlanta, Chicago. Green Bay
N Y Jets Oakland. Tampa Bay
Monday, Oct. 31
San Diego at Kansas City. 8 30 p m
Prep Football
Allen Co.-Scottsville 14, Monroe Co 6
Anderson Co. 42. Marion Co 33
Bardstown 22, North Oldham 20
Bath Co 28, Nicholas Co 22
Beec-hwood 29. Newport Central
Catholic 20
Bell Co 25, Harlan Co 14
Bellevue 14. Lloyd Memorial 12
Berea 16. Paintsville 10
Bourbon Co. 55, Paris 7
Bowling Green 30, Lexington Catholic
12
Boyd Co 33, West Carter 14
Boyle Co. 49, Whitley Co. 10
Breathitt Co. 41, Clay Co. 16
Campbellsville 25. Fort Knox 24
Carroll Co. 28. Dayton 12
Cooper 35. Dixie Heights 14
Corbin 28. Harlan 14
Coy. Holy Cross 41, Holmes 0
Danville 33. Frankfort 12
Eminence 32, Clinton Co 0
Fairview 34, Powell Co 0
Fort Campbell 62, Hoplonsville 0
Franklin-Simpson 41, Apollo 7
Gallatin Co 39. Bethlehem 9
Garrard Co. 52. Madison Southern 14
Glasgow 62, Ehzabethtown 7
1.13rtintee. 24, Fleming Co 0
Graves Co. 30. Marshall Co 23. OT
GraystfiS Co 49. McLean Co 14
Green Co 52, Lex Christian 13
Greenwood 33. Central Hardin 28

Hancock Co 52, Breckinndge Co 0
Haysi, Va 39, Pheips 8
Hazard 46. Sheldon Clark 22
Henderson Co 41, Owensboro 19
Highlands 63, Ryie 14
John Hardin 32. Boone Co 13
Johnson Central 21, Belfry 14
Knox Central 26, Madison Central 0
LaRue Co 40, Washington Co. 31
Leslie Co 39, Pinevele 0
Lewis Co 46. magorfin Co 18
Lex Paul Dunbar 34, Mercer Co. 32
Logan Co 32. Russellville 21
Lone Oak 55 Heath 10
Lou Atherton 31. Lou Iroquois 30
Lou Ballard 28, Campbell Co 21
Lou Butler 24, Meade Co 14
Lou DeSales 36, Lou Southern 21
Lou DuPont Manual 40, Lou Moore 0
Lou Eastern 31, Lou Western 6
Lou Fern Creek 14, Lou. Doss 6
Lou Holy Cross 48, Lou. Seneca 6
Lou aettersontown 40, °mem Co 36
Lou Ky Country Day 53, Trimble Co. 0
Lou Male 41. Lou Christian Academy
28
Lou St Xavier 7. Cmn St Xavier, Ohio
3
Lou Trinity 49. Cm Moeller. Ohio 14
Lou Valley 38. Lou Waogener 27
Madisonville-North Hopkins 49.
Crittenden Co 0
Mayfield 62, Caldwell Co 14
mccreary Central 32, Jackson Co 6
Metcalfe Co. 38. Cavema 24
Middlesboro 45, Lynn Camp 25
Montgomery Co 28 Rockcastle Co 12
Morgan Co 38, East Carter 7
Murray 65, Fulton Co. 20
North Bullitt 55, Lou. Fatrdale 20
Ohio Co 24, Daviess Co 13
Oliver Spnngs. Tenn 41, Williamsburg
22
Owen Co 42, Ludlow 12
Owensboro Catholic 35. North Hardin
16
Pendieton Co. 38, Bracken Co 26
Perry Co Central 7, Somerset 3
Pike Co Central 53, Prestonsburg 7
Pikeville 56, Shelby Valley 8
Raceland 36. Russet 21
Reidland 42, Fulton City 6
Rowan Co. 14, George Rogers Clark 0
Russell Co 47. Adair Co 0
Scott 69. Bishop Brossart 15
Scott Co 41, Simon Kenton 0
South Oldham 34, Shelby Co. 16
South Warren 33, Todd Co Central 30
Southwestern 26, Christian Co 13
Spencer Co 40. Henry Co 27
Taylor Co 41, Had Co 39
Trigg Co 14, Calloway Co 10
Tug Valley, W Va 14, East Ridge 0
Union Co 45, Hopkins Co Central 8
Walton-Verona 30, Estill Co 25
Warren Central 59, Pulaski Co. 38
Warren East 24, Bullitt Central 13
Wayne Co 27. East Jessamine 16
Webster Co 30. Ballard Memonal 22
Woodford Co 23, Harnson Co 0

270.753.9999

See this house .ii d many more
at wwwesbgproperty.com

04/ZY SPECINS
SUNDAY.BOGO Pizza (Limit 3)
MONDAY NIGHT WINGS - 29e Buffalo Wings
TUESDAY - 10" Pizza (1 Topping)
WEDNESDAY HUMP DA1
Any Burger w/Fries

THURSDAY THURS-TINIS
Chicken Tenders

• Chili 8 Hot Dogs
• Games 8. Candy for Kids
• Face Painting 8. Balloons

I

APPETIZER
Excluding Sampler Platter & Super Nachos

with Entree Purchase,
Dine-In Only.I
Not valid with any other offer.'

SHOPPES OF MURRAY •(270) 762-0022

au. Famues wacome
Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East. Murray
270-753-732 1 www.elmgrovemurray.org

NOT KENTUCKY')
C(4-Ef
Completely Erected
Including Concrete Floor

270-642-2774
All basic buildings priced on level lots • Overhead Steel Door • 1 Walk-in
Steel Door • 26Ft Wide and Over • Factory Built Trusses • 1 (3x3) Aluminum
Window • All Aluminum Covered Vinyl Siding - 2 yr. 3 Tab Shingles • 12"
Concrete Footing • 8' Walls • 24 Ft Wide and Under Stick Build • 4" Concrete
Pad • 2x6 Rafter and Joist • 4" Raised Curb Block Around Floor Perimeter
Fcr a FREE Estimate

•'Irtt
Financing available • 2Year Written Warranty

tvutrubighwit, ika.`e

No Prefabrication
Carpenter Built On Site
Aaron 8 Trendon Burnett
3

SE
Murray Ledger & Times
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FULL Bundle just

1
75
$
/month for 1 year

PLUS,stars&encore FREE!

/month for
one year

/month for
one year

/month for
one year

Crystal-Clear Television

High-Speed Internet

Unlimited Telephone

• All your favorite channels — including local
• Local service with local technicians
• All-weather reliability

• 10mbps — 6x faster than DSL
• 24/7 tech support
• Wireless Internet modem bringing Win home

n Caller ID. voicemail, call waiting included
Keep your same phone number
), Unlimited calling throughout the U.S

J.D.'Stk
sey at
Homecc
1933 un
1930's i

This is our lowest Save over $70 a month for a whole year.

PBFE EVER!

What could YOU do with an extra MO a year?

returns to regular rat€
'Not available in all areas. Some restnctions may apply Taxes and applicable fees not included Digital set top rental fees not included Limited time offer Price
only
Play
Triple
to
and
qualified
service
customers
upgrades
new
tor
available
Otter
expires
period
atter promotional

Classm
reunion
Miles w
Picturei
and Evi
Others

This offer is so incredible it is only for a limited time.
Don't miss out!

EWWAVE

ewwavecom.com/bestever

COMMUNICATIONS
Your Local Communications Experts

SECTION
dger

inies

www.murrayledger.cola

FALL BREAK FUN

A VISIT TO THE PUMPKIN PATCH

Photo provided
Michael York enjoys fishing with his "Pa" Brent York, of Benton. during Fall Break. York is a seventh grader at Murray Middle School.

Photo provided
Lae and Travis Gore, sons of Shawn and Teresa Gore, recently visited Jay's Pumpkin Patch in Kirksey.
The boys enjoyed picking out their own pumpkins to take home and carve.

AN OUTING TO MAGGIE'S

LETTER WINNER

Photo provided
J.D. 'Stumpy' Raybum is presented with a Murray State football jersey at the M Club Breakfast, held every year during MSU
Homecoming for all former letter winners. Rayburn wore #63 on the
1933 undefeated "Wonder Team"and was the lone MSU athlete from
1930's in attendance.

Photo provided
On Sept. 11, the kids from Kirksey Baptist Church enjoyed an outing to
Maggie's Golf and Petting Zoo.

KIRKSEY HIGH SCHOOL REUNION

HAY BALE FUN

Photo provided
Friends take a minute to pose on a hay bale pumpkin they helped to
create. The group gets together every weekend and enjoys participating in Halloween outings such as fall festivals and pumpkin patches. Pictured are John Wayne Parish, Kane Thomas, Degan Thomas,
Tyler Bean, Brian Malone and Johnny Malone.

TIGER TALES

Photo provided
her new copy
receive
to
excited
was
School.
Elementary
at
grade
Murray
student
Jade Oakley, second
of Tiger Tales. Oakley enjoys writing and drawing, as well as a new project, the 4-H sewing club.

FLAG PRESENTED
Photo provided
Classmates from the Kirksey High School graduating classes of 1942, 1943, and others, recently held a
reunion, dinner and party at Hickory Woods Senior Living Community. The party was in honor of Lorraine
Miles who lives in Midland, Texas. but still returns to Murray annually to visit her brother, Joe Pat James.
Pictured, standing, left to right, are Laura Lynn Smith, Margaret Rose, Marcie Treas, Clara Norsworthy
and Evelyn Jones. Seated, left to right, are Clara Bazzell, Jean Blankenship and Lorraine James Miles.
Others in attendance, but not pictured, were Melba Washer, Joe Pat James and Alesia Gail Parker.

The Murray
of people

Ti
nununity

r photographs
ou to sh
at work, at school and at play.

:phs for our new "Scene in the Community" page.
When you sub
t, di date, place. organization or group, as well as the
please include
Only a certain number of photographs will
e ph
name of everyou
tee a stAfrnission will be published.
appear because spac
s old witrbe agf6epted.
Phocos:
murrayledger.
Print photos:
or maid to P.

in a *EGiormat to composing@
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,

Photo provided
an American
with
Store
University
State
Murray
presented
recently
138
Lodge
World
the
of
Woodmen
Don
Flag. Members of WOW Lodge 138 are, left to right. Glenn Jones, Gerald Paschall, JoAnn Faihst,
repfield
WOW
Pomerenke,
Debbie
employee
MSU
Jones,
Tony
Nance,
Johnna
Newberry. Linda Fain,
resentative Nancy Buchanan, MSU assistant Donna Witherspoon, lodge member Ann Spann and Linda's
Granddaughter Jasmine.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The annual Lifehouse fundraising dinner was held Saturday
evening in the Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom.
This year's theme wax, "Generation to Generation."
Rachel Hendon presented a lesson on "Not Everyone is a Size
10" at the meeting of Suburban
Homemakers Club held Oct. 8.
Published is a picture of Evan
McDaniel showing the T-shirt with
his winning design in the T-shirt
design contest of Calloway County PTO in conjunction with the
Calloway County Middle School
Art Program.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce netted
approximately $500 from the first
annual Fall Festival in the Park
held Saturday.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Doran; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Mathis.
"You either have a bumper
crop or a sorry crop," said Calloway County Extension Agent
Ted Howard of this year's dark
fired tobacco crop.
The Murray Police Department,
in conjunction with area merchants
and the Calloway County Attorney's office, held a meeting to
help merchants deal with the problem of shoplifting.
For the fourth straight year,
the Calloway County Lakers boys'
soccer team went down in the
first round of the Second District
Tournament, dropping a 7-1 decision to rival Marshall County.
Thirty years ago
City officials in Hazel failed
to file for office in time to appear
on the November ballot. Voters
will have to write in choices in
those races, according to county
clerk Marvin Harris.
Blue and gold is the theme of
the 49th annual reunion and Homecoming celebration beginning today
at Murray State University.
In a competition earlier this year.
the Murray High School Drama
Club won second place with the
play "Revnard the Fox." Directed

by Mark Etherton, the cast included Kate Shepard, Matt Harrington. Kim Oles, Brian Doyle, Mike
Childress, Bill Bossing and Kellie Overbey.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Higdon.
Forty years ago
A lone bandit armed with a
sawed off shotgun stole $2,455_50
from Friendly Finance office Oct.
29 about 6:30 p.m.
The move to the nev. Murray
High School building will be on
Nov. 2. according to Eli Alexander, principal.
Elected as officers of the Blood
River Baptist Association at the
102nd session at First Baptist,Sinking Spring and Benton First Missionary Baptist Churches were
Thomas Perkins, Wendall Green,
H.C. Chiles.Terry Sills and J. Frank
Young.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, Mrs. MT.
Robertson and Mrs. Clifton Campbell were elected as officers of
the Blood River WMU at the
meeting at Memorial Baptist
Church on Oct. 26.
To increase power supply to
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation for distribution to members in Calloway.
Graves and Marshall Counties, the
Tennessee Valley Authority recently completed the construction of
large new substations at Hardin
and Coldwater at a total cost of
$450.000.
Sixty years ago
Lochie Faye Hart. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart, will
be a member of the 200 voice
Stephen College Concert Chorus,
Columbia, Mo., who will present
a 30 minute program on Nov. 4
over the Mutual Network.
Zetta Ann Yates. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L.R. Yates, was featured as freshman of the week by
The College News at Murray State
College.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Compton; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. BJ.
Tillman; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ray Buckingham

COMICS / FEATURES
Bride's plan for adults-only
reception irks older sister
DEAR ABBY: My younger
sister is getting married next month
and has requested that no kids
be brought to the reception. My
"kids" are teenagers and I feel
that at least children of the immediate family should be allowed to
attend. Incidentally. Sis and her
fiance have a little girl and boy
who
will
serve as a
flower
girl
and ring bearer. The children will participate in the
wedding
party introductions, then
will be carted off.
Finally.
she
wants my
By Abigail
15-year-old to
Van Buren
baby-sit the
young cousins. Because we don't
think it's right, we have decided
that we will attend the wedding
ceremony but not the reception.
It is not my intention not to share
her moment, but I'm afraid my
teenagers won't understand why
they can't celebrate their aunt's
special day. Am I making too
much of this? -- RSVP UNDECIDED IN NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR UNDECIDED: Your
sister's reason for excluding "children" could be budgetary -- or
fear that young children could be
disruptive. By saying "no children" she is trying to be fair to
all the parents. However, if she
wants your daughter to baby-sit,
she should make the arrangements
with your daughter -- including
offering to pay her for her time.

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend.
"Adam," and I have been together for three years. One of the
core values he feels strongly about
is not drinking, and not associating with others when they drink,
I have never gotten drunk. but I
do have one or two drinks a

month with friends. When I mentioned it to Adam, he became
extremely frustrated. Now things
have become rocky between us.
I feel like I have done something devastatingly wrong, even
though I know I haven't. I can't
promise Adam I'll never drink
again, but I respect his values
enough to keep to the couple of
drinks per month and no more. I
feel he doesn't trust me now. What
should I do? I love Adam and
want to make things right, but I
won't make a promise I know I
can't keep. -- HARDLY A DRUNK
IN SEATTLE
DEAR HARDLY A DRUNK:
I wish you had told me why your
boyfriend is so against being
involved with someone who has
an occasional drink. Were his parents alcoholics? Is he in recovcry? Was he upset because it took
three years for you to tell him
you have a drink or two a month
with your friends, and that's why
he "doesn't trust you"'?
While you and I may think
your boyfriend's attitude is unreasonable, it's clear to me that if
you want him, you will have to
take "the pledge." If you can't,
Adam is not The One for you.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I own a business in a rural
community and have two additional employees. We all work
together five days a week. It's a
small, intimate office and nothing is private. Would it be considered unprofessional if my husband or I greeted each other with
a kiss (a peck) when arriving or
leaving the office in front of our
staff but when no clients are present? I think it's OK, but he doesnt. -- SHOWING AFFECTION
IN MISSOURI
DEAR SHOWING: If your
husband isn't comfortable with
demonstrations of affection in front
of the staff. respect HIS feelings
on the matter and do not force
it.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Oct. 29, the
302nd day of 2011. There are 63
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 29, 1929. Wall Street
crashed on "Black Tuesday."
heralding the beginning of America's Great Depression.
On this date:
In 1901, President William
McKinley's assassin. Leon Czolgosz, was electrocuted.
In 1911. Hungarian-born American
newspaperman
Joseph
Pulitzer, 64, died in Charleston,
Et Pia Et

age 77. roared back into space
aboard the shuttle Discovery.
retracing the trail he'd blazed for
astronauts 36 years earlier.
Ten years ago: The FBI issued
a terrorism warning asking Americans and law enforcement to be
on 'the highest alert for possible
attacks in the United States and
abroad.
Five years ago: The board of
trustees of Gallaudet University,the
nation's premier school for the deaf.
voted to revoke the appointment
of incoming president Jane Fernandes.
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CALL
BUTTONS
NEED A
TEST
Dear
Heloise: We
need
your
help.
thought
of
you because
you reach so
many people,
and our loved ones deserve this
one basic need to be met. It
won't cost anyone a cent, and it
is easy to do.
Our friends and relatives who
are patients and residents of facilities that use CALL BUTTONS
-- independent and assisted-living facilities, nursing homes, hospitals, etc. -- are depending on

by
Heloise
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_
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Can I prevent
kidney stones?
Q: I'm a 30-year-old man. Like
A Harvard study of nearly
many of my friends. I've gained 46,000 men (ages 40 to 75) found
weight since college. I read that that high body mass indexes and
being overweight can lead to kid- large waist circumferences are both
ney stones. A friend who just had linked to an increased risk of kidkidney stones told me that pass- ney stones. And research from
ing them was incredibly painful. Europe and Asia shows that overI'd like to lose weight, but until weight people dump excess
I succeed, is there anything I can amounts of calcium and other
do to prevent kidney stones?
chemicals into their urine, where
A: When it the chemicals form stones.
comes to illEach year about a million Amernesses, there icans undergo treatment for kidare
worse ney stones. One option is lithotripthings
than sy. a treatment that uses a series
kidney stones. of ultrasonic shock waves to break
But when it up large stones into smaller ones
comes to pain. that can be passed out of the
the passing of body when you urinate.
a stone is near
But your focus on prevention
the top of the is a good one because once you
list. Kidney get kidney stones, the chance of
stones
are getting them again is high. Much
By
excruciatingly of the prevention advice is aimed
Dr. Anthony
painful when at fending off a recurrence, but
they
travel it may also help you to avoid
Komaroff
through
the kidney stones in the first place.
ureters, the tubes that connect the Here are a few pointers:
kidneys to the bladder.
-- Keep your fluid intake up.
As you may know, kidney Kidney stones form when certain
stones are hard, chemical and min- chemicals and minerals concentrate
eral deposits that form inside the in the urine and form crystals.
kidneys. Tiny stones may pass Drink plenty of fluids -- water is
out of the body in urine without the safest bet. This will increase
causing any discomfort. In fact. the amount of water in your urine,
about nine out of 10 kidney stones so those mineral concentrations
will pass on their own within don't get too high.
three to six weeks after forming.
-- Eat calcium-rich foods. CalHowever, a deposit can grow cium is a major component in about
to be the size of a pea, a mar- 85 percent of kidney stones, so
ble or even larger. These large it seems logical to avoid calcium
stones may irritate the narrow in your diet, not seek it out. But
ureter, causing pain and bleeding. most stones are composed of calStones greater than • one-fifth of cium combined with a substance
an inch may have difficulty pass- called oxalate. If there is plenty
ing through the narrow ureter. of calcium in your diet, the calEven worse, a stone may become cium binds to oxalate in your
lodged in the ureter, blocking the intestines, keeping oxalate out of
passage of urine and threatening your bloodstream -- and urine.
to damage the kidney itself.
Less oxalate in the urine means
The number of Americans suf- fewer opportunities for calcium
fering from kidney stones is oxalate to form -- and fewer kidincreasing, perhaps because of the ney stones. Calcium-rich foods
increasing prevalence of obesity. include nonfat dairy products,leafy
In general, stones strike men twice green vegetables and some varias often as women.
eties of fish, such as salmon.
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Anytime your friend or family member begins at a new
facility, PLEASE TEST the call
buttons. They often are found
beside the bed and in the bathroom. We expect them to work.
Make sure they are plugged in.
Do they light up at the nurses'
station? Do they light up outside the door in the hallway?
Do they sound an alarm somewhere? -- Pat King, Cypress.
Texas
Pat, you are right, and this

is a hint I'm happy to pass along.
Heloise
PET PAL
Dear Readers: Christine in
San Antonio sent a picture of
her beautiful Lab mix, Sasha,
doing morning stretching exercises with her daddy. before going
to the doggie park. To see Sasha
and our other Pet Pals, go to
www.Heloise.com and click on
"Pets." -- Heloise
SHOE STORAGE
Dear Heloise: I store my outof-season shoes in large, plastic
storage boxes. I'm finding the
lining on some of the shoes eaten
away and cracked. Sometimes
there is nothing left over in the
shoe -- the lining is gone. I don't
see any bugs. This is so creepy.
Have you ever heard of this
problem? We live in Houston. - M.M. in Texas
I am guessing that your shoes
are leather. Leather needs air
circulating around it, so storing
leather shoes in plastic long term
is not' the best method. Plastic
storage boxes can give off a gas.
which might be what's causing
the lining to dissolve.
Keeping leather boots in the
summer or sandals in the winter in a breathable cotton bag
is what experts recommend. -Heloise

MOM, SERIOUSLY,
YOU MUST SPEND
A F-ORTUNE AT
STARBUCK5
EVERY WEEK.

YOU'RE F'ROBABLY
RIGI4T-. BUT I
JUST LOVE, LOVE,
LOVE THE FLAVOR
OF COFFEE.

WELL/ YES. YOU
KNOW' TO TAKE THE
COFFEE TASTE OUT
OF MY MOUTH.

Gol‘FiFIE._1_1C3
GENERAL,THERE'S A GIANT
MUTANT 98-YEAR-OUP LADY
APPROACHING ON RADAR

HOW BAP I
CAN THAT
BESIR

Half of a '60s rock group
Center
Suspect's story
Player
Indy entrant
Motown founder
Short sock
Powerful bunch
Game cube
It has no members
Superlative ending
Furtive
Frost creations
"The Wild One" star
Jar feature
Tot
History bit
Yale supporter
Bison's home
Slow tempo
Filer's worry
Overuse the mirror
Pen
Fizzy drinks
Less crackers

DOWN

(c)2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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HERE'S THE BAG YOU'LL USE
TO CARRY ALL THE THINE'S
PEOPLE WILL 6IVE YOU WHEN
WE 60"TRICK OR TREATING'
ON HALLOWEEN NIGHT

WHAT IF
SOME BODY
6IVE5 ME A

J3ICYCLE'

/0-

NOBODY'S
GOING TO
GIVE YOU A
BICYCLE.

I'LL JUST SAY:
.THANK
YOU..DON'T PUT IT IN THE
BA6..IILL RIDE IT HOME!'
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SIMPLE SOLUTION
Dear Heloise: Here is a simple solution to an old problem:
dealing with the toothpaste tube.
Use the flat side of your comb
to push the paste up, then turn
and roll up the empty tube. Slip
a large paper clip into the interior and exterior folds. Costs
nothing and takes up no additional space. -- Z.N. in New Jersey
EASY ID
Dear Heloise: For the plethora of cords we seem to accumulate with all the electronics
and can't remember which device
they are connected to: attaching
a flat, plastic bread-bag clip and
putting the device name on it
with a fine-tipped marker does
the trick of identifying each cord.
-- Connie, via email
HANGER HINT
Dear Heloise: I have found
that the small hangers that come
with baby clothes are very useful in the laundry room. I use
them to air-dry socks, lingerie,
gloves, place mats and other
small items. The hangers with
clips on them are especially useful. -- Linda S., Gillette. NJ.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
27
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
40
41
42

AL

Dr. Komaroff

!lints From Heloise
S.C.
In 1940.Secretary of War Henry
L. Stimson drew the first number
— 158 — in America's first peacetime military draft.
In 1960. a chartered plane carrying the California Polytechnic
State University football team
crashed on takeoff from Toledo,
Ohio. killing 22 of the 48 people on board.
In 1966, the National Organization for Women was formally
organized during a conference in
Washington, D.C.
In. 1998, Sen. John Glenn, at
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INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personate
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
He* Wanted
PoWbon Wanted
Domestic S Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
290
265
300
320
330
340
360
370
390
390
410
425

Form Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Flomm For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rem
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Real or Leese

060

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
490
465
090
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

040) CLASSIFIED AD RATES .....(1111.%
in.....1.1 AN Aill!is

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Saie
Motorcycles &
s
Auto Parts
Spoil Utoffry Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

DEADLINES

$8.50 Column Inch, 60ri, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 I"-.I ,1
/4 13!-,

Non*
Smart Saver
Tuesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
‘.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Wednesday
Thursdp

The pur

r

060
Nap Wonted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NEAT
REPEATS

RITA'S

Halloween Costume
Rentals
Adult S-3X • $12-30
605 S. 12th St
(270)762-0207
HILLYARD
Field Organics
Sorghum Cook
October 29th
Noon- Dark
287 Hollyleaf Ln
270-227-7625
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

you
:
Special5Elaeni
v ttiOr
need a place to
meet?
‘• Kent The
• Woodmen of
'The World Hall
C2701753-4577- Day
12701492-1105- Night
050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

2 Inside Sales Rep
positions
available.
Salary + commision.
FT/PT call Rick
767-2249
rick@pecoproducts.com
C.
A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for full time housekeeping personnel, warehouse associates, and
drivers. Must have prey
i
o
us
expenence.Please visit
www.chuckjones.net
for more information
and on how to apply.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 4,- Fax: 753-1927

Help Wanted

•ig Features

Saturday, October 29, 2011 • 3B

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Customer
Service
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
to
resume
careers@chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY.
t
V
i
si
www.chuckjones.net
for
job
complete
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Needing a few good
auto body men. Apply
in person at Parker
Ford Body Shop

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
GROWING
Home
Health Agency seeks a
self motivated, enthusiastic professional individual for Marketing
position.
Candidate
will
be
responsible for maintaining and increasing
referral base as well as
developing
relationships with Physicians,
Case
Managers,
Social
Workers,
Hospitals,
Clinics,
Skilled Facilities, Adult
Day Care
Centers,
and
Community. Position
will be full time with
excellent
benefits.
Area covered
would be Calloway
County and surrounding
areas.
Home
Health
care experience preferred. Please
E-mail resume to:
mfowler@hhpky.com
or mail resume to:
1900 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Marianne Fowler
HOME Health Plus is
looking for immediate
hire of Full-Time / Parttime
Registered
Nurses
to
serve
County.
Calloway
Home Health experience preferred but is
not required. Home
Health Plus offers a
competitive salary with
an excellent benefit
package. EOE Please
e-mail resumes to
mfowler@hhpky.com
or fax to 270-753-4181

060
Help Wanted

Seeking manager for 60 unit apartment
complex. Duties include leasing units, socen(ising
maintenance, working with contractors and
complying with government regulations.
Flexible part-time 30 hours weekly at $9.00/hr.
Must enjoy working with people and paperwork.
Must be a motivated self starter with the ability
to focus and prioritize. EEO-TDD711.
Contact Vanessa @ 270-437-4113 or
270-851-3681 for additional information.
Osborn Transportation now hiring CDL A
Drivers for Union city. TN Terminal. Manager
Jimmy Holden. At Osbom It's YOUR LIFE
STYLE, YOUR CHOICE YOU CHOOSE
FROM Short Haul, Southeast Regional, OTR,
7on7off, And Part-time. Great Pay, Plenty of
Miles/Home-Time! 866-215-3659.
The City of Murray has the
fr77;11
following job opportunities.
Atiotiv4; POLICE OFFICER (Certified)
Starting pay rate:
$12.67 per hour
POLICE OFFICER RECRUIT
Starting pay rate: $11.84 per hour
Apply at www.murrayky.gov
Questions: Contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0350
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Friday, November 4, 2011
The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Medik-on

Cable Television Job Opportunities.

Mediacom is seeking INSTALLER to install
cable services in the Benton, Marshall and
Calloway county areas. Responsibilities will
include Installation, Troubleshooting service
problems, maintenance and selling and promoting broadband services. Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success.
Applications will be accepted until position is
filled.
Apply at careers.mediacomcc.com
Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

'MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

IMMEDIATE opening
Truck
Bucket
for
Operator with CATV
experience. Operating
area includes Western
Southern
Kantucky,
Illinois, and Western
Tennessee.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
587 Benton, KY 42025
DON'T MISS OUT
ON THIS
OPPORTUNITY!!!
INDIAN RIVER
TRANSPORT
**WEEKLY PAY**
•No pumps/Hoses
•Direct Deposit
No Hazmat
•Health Insurantz1.101K
Clasb A(CIL- lyrOIR teq'd
Food Grade Tank Carrier
CALL 800 877-2430

Linux Systems Administrator, Information
Systems, Murray State University. Full time
position. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in
computer science or related field required.
Linux Systems Administrator experience may
be exchanged for the Bachelor's degree
requirements on a year-for-year basis. One
year expenence as a Linux Systems
Administrator required. CompTIA Linux+ or
equivalent certification preferred.
Responsibilities: Reporting to the Manager,
Systems Administration, the Linux Systems
Administrator is responsible for operating
system and software support assigned by the
Manager based on the incumbent's capabilities. In this capacity, the incumbent maintains
operating system software and provides
software support to academic, production and
developmental users of ERP and non-ERP
systems through programming and debugging
assistance. The incumbent is also responsible
for developing tailor-made specialized software
routines and utilities.
Application Deadline: November 11, 2011.

0.-wu mchAnnyrrer...10prwt

LICENSED massage
therapist wanted
Please send resumes
to: Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
PO Box 1042, Murray,
KY 42071
PADUCAH 3wk Real
Estate Licensing day
class starts Tuesday,
November 1- graduates November 18.
cards,
Debit/credit
cash, check. 270-2230789
deloiseadams@ yahoo.
CORI

SEAMSTRESS & cutter. 270-753-3753

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MURRAY

To Apply: Please visit
www.murr-ystatelobs.com
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

Full Time Nurse
Practitioner or PA Needed
Full time board certified Family
Nurse Practitioner or
Physicians assistant applicants
needed for rapidly growing
family practice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may apply at:
1225 Spring St. Dover, TN
or send resume to:
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058
NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
The Paducah Electrical Joint Apprenticeship &
Training Committee will be accepting
applications for apprenticeship on the first
Friday of each month between the hours of 8:00
a.m. & 6:00 p.m. at the P.E.J.A.T.C. offices
located at 2110 Shade Tree Dr. Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will be accepted without regard
to age. race, religion, gender, or national origin.
Each applicant must meet all basic requirements to
be eligible for interview. Requirements are:17
years of age (18 at the time of indenture), high
school graduate. GED or Associates Degree,
valid driver's license, birth certificate and proof
of one full credit in Algebra 1. Eligible applicants
must also obtain a minimum required score on
an aptitude test given by the J.A.T.C. Applicants
have 60 days from date of application to supply
required information Applicants will be selected
for apprenticeship in order of the ranking
received from their interview session.
For more information call 270-575-9646

060
Ms Wanted
PAINT Plus Flooring
high pace retail sales
computer
position,
skills, color and decor
knovAedge. Mal apply
in person. 270-7594979. 1204 Johnson
Blvd. Murray. KY.

RN/LPN Full time 2p
10p Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

.4111ffir

a

Sala& Vie& Teteitand,
k TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

November II, 2011
In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family }

a.
it
it
it

it
it
it
it
it

Only $11 per spot • lone person, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit

it

Deadline: Monday November 7
at &DO p.m.

0
4M
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it
it

it
it
it
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Classified Dept. 753-1916
'AMC

lAiss`:Sirm.imiussitar:

150
Mobile Homes For Site

Articles
For Saie
LOCAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
IS LOOKING FOR AN
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
-SOLDERING SKILLS
A MUST (PREFERABLY SURFACE
MOUNT)
-KNOWLEDGE AND
USE OF DVM AND
LAB SCOPE
REQUIRED
-JOB ALSO WILL
INCLUDE GENERAL
ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLY.PROGRAMMINGTTESTING
OF FINISHED PRODUCT AND
SHIPPING.
SEND RESUMES TO:
NUMERITEX DISPLAYS, INC.
P.O. BOX 88
MURRAY KY 42071
ATTN: HUMAN
RESOURCES/JULIE
LPN/RNFull-time 6am2pm. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

Original Ashley wood
burning incert (fireplace) with blower.
5600. 293-4809
ROSSI 223 Single shot
youth
deer
rifle.
$350.00.
767-9126,
978-5410 more info

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

2009 single wide. 3BR,
2BA. 24 cabinets in
kitchen.
Must
be
moved. 270-293-5129

2BR, newly remodeled,
near lake, no pets.
$600- includes utilities
plus deposit.
227-0004
2BR, unfurnished.
753-6558
3BR no pets, no smoking. 270-293-6116
Nice 2BR. No pets.
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Heavy Equipment

2005 Cargo trailer 12ft,
new tires. $1,200.00.
270-227-8254
270-978-5588
210
Firewood

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices. 2931357 or 270-559-1424.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR in Murray. No
pets.
$300/mo
$200/secunty dep. 6mo
lease. Available now.
761-6150 or 556-7928
1BR, private, $295/mo
plus $425 sec. dep.
474-2520
EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent. Some
utilities paid. $250/mo.
No pets. 767-9037

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

Growing local business seeks
TWO full-time employees!
Client Relations Manager:
Oversees client/caregiver relations, conducts
monthly supervisory visits, execute marketing
program, and rotates on-call duties

Staff Development Coordinator:
Handles scheduling for clients/caregivers.
manages daily office activities, and rotates
on-call duties

To Apply: Please visit
www.murraystatelobs corn
Women and minorities are encouraged to
app/y. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity M/F/D.
AA employer

lbw-

49114:,

a

STATE UNIVERSITY

Assistant Database Administrator
(Re-Advertisement), Information Systems,
Murray State University. Full time position.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in computer
science or related field required. Oracle DBA
expenence may be exchanged for the
Bachelor's degree requirements on a year-foryear basis. Minimum one year of experience
with Oracle 9+ DBMS and Microsoft SQL
Server 2000+ as an administrator required.
Must have strong oral and written communication skills; ability to work as a member of a
team. One year experience with Linux and/or
Banner preferred. Responsibilities: Under
direction of the Manager. Systems
Administration, support the institution's activities
related to installation, configuration, maintenance and upgrades to the Operational Data
Store and other databases as required.
Application Deadline: November 11, 2011.

a itot•V.-

60'

Qualified candidates should have reliable
transportation, no criminal background.
min. 1 year healthcare or related
experience, and consistent work history
with references. Managerial experience is
preferred but not necessary.

For more information call
1-877-452-2975
Send resumes to

lalowrance@apchomecare.com

Subscribe to the

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

LEaDVER&TIMES

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
HAVE
WORKING
225BTU
NATURAL
GAS HEATER
BUY/TRADE
WORKING
FOR
125BTU HEATER.
270-759-0690
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
Want to buy: a quality
piano in very good condition. 270-753-6915

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
3mo.._......._43000
6 me.
mo...----$55.00
$105.00 6
1 yr.
1 yr. -...--$105.00
Rest of KY/TN
oPurye. & Rukh0nant

3 mo..$40.00
6 mo.....-......$80.00
$120.00
1 yr Check

Money Order

Articles
For Sale

Visa

WC

Name
St. Address_
I

City
Zip

I State

150

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo...--......$75.00
6 me.
1 yr. --......$145.00

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
e.

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Saturday, October 29, 2011

TENNESSEE • KENTUCKY

Timber

GARLANE
RENTAL
"If you've wit It, we can store it"

LdIld AtiCtiOn

5,228,- ACRES Sold in 35 Tracts
Tracts Ranging from 10 to 422 acres

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

BENTON, CARROLL, HENRY, PERRY COUNTIES IN TN
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KY
Sale A: Thursday, November 17, 2PM,
Held at Paris Convention Center, Paris TN

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

SALE B: Friday, November 18, 1PM
Held at Perry County Community Center,
Linden, TN

270-753-2905

store your sitar

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

SuCloku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ot the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

need somewhere io

Murray Ledger & Times

By Dave Green

7 5 3
2
8
4
2
5
7
9

8
1

INSPECIIION DATES - Meet a Woltz Representative at these
locations: SALE B: Linden, Tennessee: Perry County Communits
Center, 113 Factory Street, linden. Tennessee - Fridays, Noveintm
4 rit 11 - 2prii-bpin. SALE A: Paris, Tennessee: Paris Hampton
Inn,1510 East Wood Street, Paris, Tennessee - Saturdays, November
5 ts 12- 2pm-Opm.

Yet 1
Answer to previous puzzle

8
4
67

10/24

PLEASE CONTACT

530
Sykes Mired

Jim Woltz !KY 02042. TN #28561 or
Charlie Wade, Forester/Reattor
800-551-3588 • woltz.com
TN #2752 kV #72173 • Prtdnokt., VA

430

Apartments For Rent

Reel Estie

360
Storage Rentals

Mortar. Ledger & Times Fair

APARTMENT
for
Lease.
Campus
Core(campus suites)
Murray. $250.00 per
month first 2 months.
$349.00 per month
after that. 3 bedroom/3
bath, common living
utilities
space, all
included. 2 male roomPH
mates.
270.703.7654

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Apartments
1505 Muguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
oct Equal opportunity.
6

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
orner of 121 S. & Gkndale.

10X10 $25 10xI5 $40

Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
1, sutler( to the Federal Fair
liousuig Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminaton based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make anti such preter
ences, limitations or discnminanon
state law,forbid discrimination
in the sale. rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowinglv accept ass
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
person, are hereby informed
that all dwelling, advertised are
available on an equal opportunitv basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
time? Milam,(703)64K-103)

(270)436-2524
(270)293-6906
r104
,
1•1.

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
todaN,
270-753-2905
Hazel Apartments, 1st
and Center St. Hazel
KY is taking applications for 1 & 26R apts.
Must be elderly, handicapped, or disabled.
Rent based on income.
Equal housing opportunity. Call 270-527-1311
during regular business
hours. TDD 711
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
340
Houses For Rent
2BR,
IBA.
2-ca
garage, large yard, par
holly fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfum, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup,
2-car
garage, big
fenced
back yard,
Melrose Dnve. Annual
lease $875. Tel.
270-873-4791.
3 BR. 2 BA w/ 5 acres
(270) 293-5215.
3-56R available now.
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
3BR, 1 .5BA, all appligas/electric
ances,
heat. tyr lease. secunty deposit & references. $600/mo. 1305
Vine St. 270-519-2699
CLOSE to campus, 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immepets.
No
diately.
$750/dep
$750/mo
436-5085
MSU students wel3BR, 1 BA,
come
detached
C/H/A.
garage. W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy
270-753-1718
l
ingo RIM*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr.
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X21

460
Homes For See
2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view

(270) 978-1107
(270) 978-1109
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
+/-.
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211
380
Pets & Supplies
Border Collie pups
Males, full blooded, no
papers,
shots
&
wormed. $150.
293-6180
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Free cats and kittens
270-556-5352
390
Livestock 8 Supplies
100 Head Sell
Black Angus Female
Production Sale. Noon,
Saturday, October 29.
Lone
Oaks
Farm,
10000 Lake Hardeman
Road, Middleton, TN.
Call for Catalog
(731) 376-0011.
400
Yard Sale

3BR, 2.5BA. 1,650 sqft
brick w/ vinyl trim.
Conveniently located.
Near new HVAC„gutters, & appliances.
$121,500. Call
227-5432, 293-9947
Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates,
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
Price reduced. 3 acres,
3BR, 2BA, brick house.
Great condition & modernized. $119,000
270-705-3612
Two story 3BR, IBA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
between
Wildcat
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64,000.00. 293-5587
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

MOVING SALE
914SYCAMORE
FRI. & SAT.
9:00-4:00

2005 black Mustang
GT. Tinted windows,
brand new chrome
tires/wheels. Custom
$2500+ stereo with
remote. 5 spd.
731-358-3362

Furniture, dishes,
fishing poles,
housewares

Check us. out

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
AH Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570.

530
Services Offered
227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
Remodel,
additons,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

E ectnc
Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
www.htlklectric.com
270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Gnnding
& More
Fully Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

5 1 3 9 7 8 2 4 6
6 9 2 5 4 3 7 1 8
7 8 4 1 6 2 9 3 5

185

,

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
320

2 4 8 3 9 5 61.7 1

1
Difficulty Level ****

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

4 2 6 8,.5 7 1 9 3
8 3 5 2 1 9 4 6 7
9 7 1 6 3 4 5 8 2
3 6 7 4_2 1 8 5 _ 9
1 5 9 7 8 63 2_4

530
Services Offered

STUMP
REMOVAL

• weekly & special pickup
• locally owned/operated

Commerclal/ResIdentlal
James C. GallImore

ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE
270-627-1120
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas jug. Sealcoaling
& Hauling
I ONN I It XS IS

270-753-2279
2 B's CLEANING
SERVICE
Res'Comm
Top to Bottom
No lob too big
or too small

(270) 227-6337
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

LAWN &
LAN DSCAPIN eDirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

www.geclic.weebly.com

530
Services Offered
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
or visit our websiti
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

530
Services Offered

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6. TRUCKING
MI Yew Septic Nude
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

(270)873-2098

PICK UP

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping

*Removal

40 yrs. experience

*Stump Grinding

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE

(270)759-0501

-Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270)293-8480

,(270)925-5387

FREE

FREE ESTIMATES

*Trimming

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

227-0906

HILL SEPTIC

(270) 759-0890

270-293-5624
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years.
Free estimates.
270-753-5827

MITCHELL'S

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Free Estimates
Insured

HALL'S WASTE
M N AGIA1F

530
Services Offered

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Jones Roofing Co,
*Tear Offs
•Recovers *Repairs
Locally owned
Licensed & Insured

"Quality
workmanship you
can depend on!"
293-0354

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

•Additions
'Kitchens & Buthroonss
•Decks & Outdoor
Kitchens
Licensed & Insured

(270)226-5444

Times
First Come

$$ We will save
YOU money $$

First Serve

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

Tow
Please

60s

No Phone Calls

(270)753-1916

30s

Horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** A sense of responsibility emanates through your day. You
could be focused on a money matter involving another person or simply how to distribute the Halloween candy. A sense of letting go
marks later today. Tonight: Keep it light.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Keep reaching out for someone at a distance. You could be
disturbed by everything that you are seeing and feeling. Worry less
about others. You can always opt to go solo, if need be. What you
feel might not be communicated in your words. Tonight: Put on music
first.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with money and work issues. Instead of negligence or
a power play, would it not be better to achieve a cohesive attitude
and a game plan? Act on what you discover to be so. You will like the
end results. Tonight: Togetherness is the theme,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Those who know you past your defensive Crab attacks recognize how very nurturing and caring you are. However, you don't need
to be the lead player every time. You could be much happier letting
someone else assume the responsibility he or she has coveted for a
long time. Tonight: Enjoy the people around you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You are really into a project and determined to get as much
done as possible. Still, you are likely to discover how easily you could
be distracted. Remain focused and stay on top of communication. If
you are longing to go off and do something personal, do. You might
be too distracted anyway. Tonight: Go for something relaxing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Nearly everyone around you is focused and in Monday
mode. Your mind might be aware that it is Monday, but your imagination goes haywire. You _have. some very fun thoughts and ideas.
Maybe you can indulge and leave your routine behind early in the
day. Tonight: Lighten up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Stay centered and remember your priorities. Whether your
mind goes on overdrive or you are inundated with calls and requests,
it seems close to impossible to complete a project. You will want to
move a project to the back burner for a short period. Tonight: Head
home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have a lot to say, and considering the way you express
yourself, you will be noticed. Use your gill of communication to make
waves and be heard. From that point on a discussion becomes possible. Don't allow a sense of depression to get to you. Tonight:
Enjoying the haunted quality of the night.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

•See

Murray Ledger &
KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

Free Estimates
References

Murray Ledger & Times

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-Su-so; I-Difficult
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General Contractor

The Place to Start....

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday, Oct. 31, 2011:
This year you seem to say the right words at the right time. You
experience greater ease with life and people. You might indulge
more yet still be able to discipline yourself. A natural talent becomes
more evolved and apparent. If you are single, you enter a year in
which you attract many potential suitors. Choose with care. If you
are attached, frequently indulge your sweetie. Hang out with
CAPRICORN.

Mr
app(
Mur

by Jacqueline Bigar
*** Be aware of what you have to offer. Don't diminish yourself

through comparison. Sometimes all of us want to play a low-key role,
and you are no exception. Be aware of how hard you are pushing
someone close. Try for understanding. Tonight: Treat time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Understand where you are coming from, then act. If you
can sort out your personal agenda from your actions, you would be
better off. Don't roll into action too quickly. Indulge a special person
in your life. Make a call and plan a get-together. Tonight: Beam in
what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Back off for now and say little. Still, a friend or associate could
give you a nudge or two to let you know that he or she understands
what you are up to. Make sure you connect with a boss or someone
you really care about. Tonight: Vanish if you can.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Knowing what you want is the first step in making your
desires happen. You don't really need agreement from others, but
their support will only please you. Bring others together, whether it is
with Halloween cookies at the office or some other idea. Tonight:
Where the fun is.
BORN TODAY
Author Dick Francis (1920), actor Michael Landon (1936), newscaster Jane Pauley (1950)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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rAinsellia CSale 2011.1
X//ru Xou. 19&
Sponsored by Ca//away Co. Homemakers

6"2" pot mm

$800

OS — 7 Sioorns)5 Colors

IC hristmas Red. Mince. Pink. Marble & White
(;litter)

III/2- pot

to Pot)4 Colton
s16c° (3 Mardi
Marble)

(Christmas Reel. White, Pink. ancl

All money must accompany orders unless for
a business or a church. They wIN be Invoiced.
Orders due in to the Lstenswn Office or to Judy Stahkr by Nov. 191h.
Plants can be picked up or will be delivered on Dec. Is: and 2nd at the

First United Methodist Chards Family Life Center. South 5th St.

Ho
Call

To place orders by phone contact the Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387.
, 11

